Microbiological entities in the atmosphere can be viewed as particles and studied for their particle properties, as packages of chemicals such as proteins, glucosides, DNA or RNA carriers, as potentially fluorescent or stainable entities or as viable cells capable of reaction with an environment to produce detectable products. This report presents a discussion of each of the techniques found suitable to deal with some aspect of detection. In addition, a brief presentation is made of experimental probes of two unique approaches made within the time frame of the project. The final section presents the bibliography developed in the study. The reference material presented are those actually looked at and almost all were photocopied for convenient review. In each category they are arranged chronologically, the most recent first.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The primary goal of the project was to do a comprehensive library study with a view to the identification of new rapid physical methods to detect microbiologials introduced into the atmosphere. As it developed, the study included the use of all forms of radiant energy, all types of spectroscopies and a miscellaneous collection of techniques not classified into these broad groups, such as cell sorters or the use of stain techniques. In addition to the library work it was intended that some experimental work be carried out on any novel methods uncovered by the study.

This report describes the results of the work of Leonard Shapiro, who was assigned the primary responsibility for the library studies and for developing and performing some of the exploratory laboratory work which resulted.

All of the library work was done in the Washington, D.C. area using the following libraries:

Congressional Library, Washington, D.C.
Environmental Protection Agency Library, Washington, D.C.
Gelman Library of George Washington University, Washington, D.C.
Himmelfarb Medical Library, Washington, D.C.
National Medical Library, Bethesda, Maryland
Agriculture Department Library, Beltsville, Maryland
National Science and Space Agency Library, Greenbelt, Maryland
National Bureau of Standards Library, Gaithersburg, Maryland
Charles White Chemistry Library at Maryland University, College Park, Maryland
Math and Engineering Library at Maryland University, College Park, Maryland

The data-based search systems in these facilities were employed when available, and in one case a commissioned study was made for the project, using MEDLARS, at the National Medical Library. In the course of the study over 500 articles, or relevant portions of articles, were photocopied and these provide the basic material for the report.

During the course of the work a personal status report was given to the Technical Officer on seven occasions, and five detailed interim reports, as well as several smaller written reports. These were in addition to the required monthly reports.

During the course of the study three national exhibitions of current instrumentation were attended: The International Exhibition of Medical and Laboratory Instrumentation (AIMLI 82), the
American Chemical Society Exhibit, both in Washington, D.C., and the American Microbiological Society National Meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana.

In addition, consultations took place with a number of recognized authorities in several areas of interest. These included, among others, Dr. Kadaba of the University of Kentucky, and Professor Gallagher of Georgia Tech., both regarding the subject of microwave analytical applications. Several visits were made to the National Bureau of Standards Laboratories. On the subject of piezoelectric devices a meeting took place with Dr. J. K. Taylor at the Bureau where his work with this technique was explained in detail. In subsequent visits to the Bureau Dr. R. Shaffer and Dr. J. Akins demonstrated their use of Fourier Transform IR instrumentation. Also, Dr. Suneram showed the microwave instrumentation used at the Bureau to measure the absorption of gases at low pressure.

The laboratory of Professor G. Guibault, a leading authority on piezoelectric devices, was visited at the University of New Orleans where his instrumentation was demonstrated and some experiments requested by us were carried out.

Professor Lochmuller, an authority on photoacoustic measurements, at Duke University, was contacted and agreed to carry out experiments in this area which eventually provided us with over one hundred data curves useful to the project.

As the library work developed it became clear that microbiological detection was possible using any of a number of techniques and, therefore, each one of them had to be studied in detail to establish the advantages and disadvantages.

Microbiological entities in the atmosphere can be viewed as particles and studied for their particle properties, as packages of chemicals such as proteins, glucosides, DNA or RNA carriers, as potentially fluorescent or stainable entities or as viable cells capable of reaction with an environment to produce detectable products. This report presents a discussion of each of the techniques found suitable to deal with some aspect of detection. In addition a brief presentation is made of experimental probes of two unique approaches made within the time frame of the Project. The final section presents the bibliography developed in the study. The reference material presented are those actually looked at and almost all were photocopied for convenient review. In each category they are arranged chronologically, the most recent first.

In addition to reading material directly related to the techniques presented, it was found necessary to read background supplementary subject matter to more fully understand the techniques. The bibliography contains the supplementary material in a separate listing after the references relating directly to the techniques.
In the nature of the subject there is considerable interrelationship between several categories. As a single example, the subject of pyrolysis is applicable to gas and liquid chromatography as well as mass spectrophotometry and others. The placement of such references was therefore to some extent, arbitrary.

Table 1 lists the major areas of concentration for the literature search and indicates the bibliographic reference section appropriate to each area.

Table 2 lists supplementary areas of interest uncovered during the literature search and refers to the appropriate area of the bibliography for reference material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Subject Areas</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microwaves</td>
<td>Page 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorescence</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raman</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoacoustics</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse Reflectance</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromatography, Gas and Liquid</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Sorters</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP and Chemiluminescence</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Spectroscopy</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarized Light</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stains</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2. Supplementary Readings</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerosols</td>
<td>Page 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial Biochemistry</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasers</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolysis</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Mathematics</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virus</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This section describes the literature search covering
microwaves made during the period 19 August through 30 September,
W. Writers discussing the use of microwaves as an analytical
tool are unanimous in their praise of the theoretical advantages of
this over any other method of spectral analysis. Textbooks and
monographs all begin by statements that are similar, by comparing
its discriminating ability against infrared as being one to ten
thousand times better. A great deal of theoretical work has gone
into the electrical properties of circuit components such as
microwave generators, wave guides, detectors, etc. as well as
studies at the molecular level of energy transition, induced by
microwave frequencies. From these much has been learned, especially
about the structure of small molecules. The transitions which give
rise to microwave emission and absorption are primarily rotational,
involving whole molecules or vibrational, involving large structures
within a molecule.

From the literature until the early 70's, the field
appeared exceptionally promising, especially when two companies,
Hewlett-Packard and Cambridge Scientific Instruments produced
commercially available instruments and the associated documentation
showing excellent analytical results for the composition of gases
and vapors of many organic mixtures. Unfortunately, both companies
found that they were not able to sell enough instruments to continue
production due to lack of demand. Apparently, the state-of-the-art
equipment was too expensive at that time relative to other
analytical methods of obtaining similar results to generate broad
interest. Nevertheless, development continued in microwave
technology (primarily in relation to radar applications).
Occasionally, there have appeared special purpose procedures using
microwave absorption and up-dated devices and this sporadic trend
will no doubt continue until microwave analysis will take a proper
place in the analytical spectrum. But at present, in the 1980's, as
the new organic texts appear, they contain chapters on IR spectra
and NMR applications but no longer include even a reference to
microwave spectra. Since 1970, one finds only occasional articles
on applications of microwaves to analysis.

In 1979, an excellent monograph, part of a series called
Chemical Analysis, was published (Varma and Hurbesh, 1979). It was
devoted entirely to chemical analysis by microwave spectroscopy and
describes the structure of several microwave instruments and some
ingenious applications, all of them being done on gases at low
pressure. The authors were very optimistic about the future of
these methods, but at the same time they indicate an awareness of
manipulative difficulties that have been encountered.

Among the few applied papers in recent years three will
be described briefly. In an article entitled Determination of
Ammonia with a Stark Microwave Cavity Resonator (Hirose et al 1982)
ammonia in aqueous solutions was determined by measuring its
absorption of 23.87 GHz at 4 torr pressure. The gas was generated
by adding strong alkali to the sample and the resultant vapor was carried by nitrogen diffusion through a teflon membrane into a Stark cell. This procedure was specific for ammonia and is in use in Japan to determine ammonia in industrial waters.

Another recent application was given in an article entitled Application of Microwave Spectroscopy for the Simultaneous Detection of Toxic constituents in Tobacco Smoke (Kadaba, 1979). In this work, 50 cc of tobacco smoke was transferred to a Stark cell covered with dry ice. Microwave frequencies 22-38 GHz were passed through and measured. The authors used known compounds to calibrate the output, as well as absorption lines published in the literature to establish the composition of the tobacco smoke.

They make the statement that water vapor absorption of radiation in the microwave range, unlike that with infrared, was no problem. They further claim that the instrumentation developed could be used to monitor the atmospheric air for the presence of toxic constituents. Personal communication with one of the authors indicated that the main problem encountered involved the wave guide, specifically absorption of the gas on the walls.

A third paper entitled Diagnosis of Air Pollution by Microwave Spectroscopy (Graff and Suffet, 1972), while not a description of an applied procedure, was actually an excellent summary of the state-of-the-art microwave spectroscopy up to mid 1971. Along with many suggestions and directions, such as concentration of the sample, etc., the authors warn of the difficulties to be expected. They state that pressure broadening of absorption lines of oxygen and water vapor were the main troubles. Perhaps these difficulties account for the lack of widespread application of this potentially useful technique.

2.1 Microwaves as Applied to Bacterial Detection

A large fraction of the published material on microwaves in the biological field deals with their effect on living tissue. Much of the early work was based on poorly understood principles (and the use of broad band radiation) and the effects were later shown to be the result of local heating of water in the tissues, as in microwave ovens. Later, work with narrow band radiation and lowe power showed that real effects, not attributable to heat, could occur at specific frequencies. A paper often quoted relative to effects on bacteria entitled "Absorption of Microwaves by Microorganisms" (Webb and Booth, 1969) described the effects on E. Coli cells from 65-76 GHz radiation. The authors found that metabolism was stimulated or delayed at highly specific wavelengths. Furthermore, they seem to be the first to have run a microwave absorption curve on whole cells. They placed films of his culture on a thin mica window, dried them under 80% relative humidity and used a mica cover glass. They comment that the IR spectra of different microbes vary in small detail, too small to be of value in cell identification, but that millimeter waves may enable differences to be enlarged. They also showed absorption
curves for spectra of DNA and RNA between 64 and 75 GHz which are clearly very different and also differ from that of protein. The authors used whole cells of E. Coli, and did not use an evacuated system and obtained spectra which, while very broad, are clearly defined. A later article by Russian workers (Bainikov and Roshkov, 1980) refers to the possibility of identifying intact bacteria by a combination of dispersed light in the range 30-200 cm⁻¹ and the spectra of microwave absorption in the range 65-96 GHz. They also present an absorption curve with a peak at 41.268 GHz for E. Coli.

It is obvious from the previously stated references that at least some bacteria, under the proper conditions, have shown absorption phenomena at very specific wavelengths. It was also well established that bacterial species differ in their chemistry to a significant degree.

It must be recognized that, unlike infrared measurements which detect chemical bond structures and therefore vibrations directly related to the chemistry of molecules, microwaves detect dipole rotations and some other vibrations more related to architecture and location of masses and charges than chemistry. Thus, for example, molecules with identical chemical composition but with different isotopes or different isomers of the same compound will give different absorption spectra at microwave frequencies. This may be an advantage because in addition to the different chemistries there are likely to be different molecular structures, even for the same chemistry among different species of bacteria. As all successful previous work has been done using microwaves placed through a waveguide with gases at very low pressure, it must be concluded that if bacteria are pyrolyzed to produce vapors and these are treated as gaseous mixtures at low pressure, the procedure to identify bacteria should be perfectly straightforward. The probability that useful results could be attained with specimens at atmospheric pressure are considered very low by microwave experts who were consulted. Spectral line broadening, as one goes above very low pressures, is considered to be too extreme to yield useful results.

2.2 Conclusions

As a result of the literature survey of microwave applications as they might possibly relate to bacterial detection, certain inferences may be made. It is well established that gases at low pressures, a few torr or less, can give measurable and well-defined absorption spectra in the microwave region. It may be assumed that if bacteria are vaporized by pyrolysis and the vapor treated as gases at low pressure, well-defined spectra would be obtained for them as well. It is improbable that at the low levels of bacterial matter in the open atmosphere microwave absorption could distinguish bacteria from background.
3. INFRARED

This report describes the results of a literature search covering infrared (IR). The study was made during the period 1 October through 10 December, 1982.

Since 1970, IR equipment saw a strong upsurge in popularity due to the introduction of Fourier Transform techniques and the availability of computers. At the same time microwave manufacturers discontinued the production of analytical instruments and that whole approach suffered from loss of interest. This report will elaborate on how IR has been used for the detection and identification of microorganisms and what the state of the art is at present.

3.1 Instrumentation

As previously discussed under Microwaves, the physical parameter being measured was predominantly related to molecular rotation and its energy levels. Infrared measurements arise from vibrations of structural groups within molecules and are directly related to chemical composition. An enormous amount of work has been undertaken successfully and is still done to establish molecular structure using infrared absorption measurements. For example, the presence of a ketone structure in a molecule or any other grouping invariably causes absorbance at fixed positions in the IR spectral region. When trying to identify the structure of any complex molecule, an IR curve is invariably made early in the study. Because of this high demand, instrument makers had responded with excellent and continually improving equipment.

Until 1970 the basis of IR spectroscopic instruments was the use of a prism of grating as with any other light spectroscopy. The light from a source was passed through a sample and then dispersed in this way. A narrow slit backed by a photodetector moved past the dispersed light and measured the spectra, wavelength by wavelength. A scan might require the better part of an hour.

In the early 70's this instrument was revolutionized by the introduction of the computer and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR). In this instrument the prism or grating is replaced with a Michelson interferometer. Light from a source, after passing through a sample as above, passes to a beam splitter which sends half the light 90 degrees to a mirror fixed in position, and transmits the other half of the light to a moveable mirror. The light reflected back from the moveable mirror meets and combines with the light reflected from the fixed mirror at the beam splitter and passes through the beam splitter to a detector.

The distance of the moveable mirror to the beam splitter at the start is a little greater than that of the fixed mirror to the beam splitter. The mirror is then moved at a fast rate towards the beam splitter while the light intensity is being measured. The
measured light intensity is the net result of interference between the two reflected beams. At the point where the two distances are exactly equal the scan measurement is started. The complete scan represents an interferogram in which peaks, troughs and intermediate positions have added and subtracted. The intensities throughout the scan have been digitized and recorded all within a second or less. The Fourier Transform in the form of pre-packaged software calculates the spectral curve from the digitized data.

This scan may be done repeatedly a hundred times or more to enhance the sensitivity and the results averaged so that even weak spectra can be detected. Accuracy is extremely high because the position of the moving mirror is continuously tracked with the He-Ne laser with extreme precision. Textbooks in the subject (Griffiths, 1978, Marshall 1982) describe the advantages of this instrument over the dispersive type as follows:

The Fellget advantage is that a broad beam of light is measured rather than the light through a small slit, that is, the throughput optics are better.

The Connes advantage is that the He-Ne laser controlled interferometer accurately positions the mirror.

3.2 Applications to Microorganisms

About the earliest published work on the use of IR to identify whole bacteria was done by Stevenson and Boluan (1952) working for the Chemical Corps, Biological Laboratories at Camp Detrick, Maryland. They smeared a few colonies taken from a culture onto a silver chloride plate and allowed the film to dry. Transmission curves were made on a Perkin-Elmer Model 21 Double-Beam Infrared spectrophotometer and an identification scheme, based on the relative heights of peaks on the curves, was developed. They pointed to the lack of a catalogue of spectra of organisms required for rapid identification. After this excellent start a great deal of work followed, using the whole bacteria, the products formed in growth media and various parts of a bacteria, especially the cell walls.

A comprehensive survey of this field up to 1971 is given in the book "Applications of Infrared Spectroscopy in Biochemistry, Biology and Medicine" (Parker, 1971). Although the book was written prior to the availability of FTIR, the author cites 58 references of work done between 1952 and 1971 on microorganisms. Included are a number of absorption curves for bacterial species as well as for fungi and viruses.

Many special interest groups have applied the IR approach to identification of bacteria related to their own interests from which much can be learned. Thus, Reynolds et al (Reynolds, 1967) was interested in a rapid identification of microorganisms in hydrocarbon fuel. They used cultures of aerobacter aerogenes, bacillus cereus, escherichia coli and pseudomonas aeruginosa as well
as three fungi. Like Stevenson they smeared cultures on slides and air-dried them. They used a Perkin-Elmer Model 137 double beam sodium chloride spectrophotometer and adjusted the transmittance to be 80% at 5.0 microns and 40% at 9.0 microns before making the curves. They point out that the chemical composition of bacteria are so close as to give similar appearing curves but the relative peak heights were sufficiently different. The ratio of peaks at 6.85, 7.15, 8.05 and 9.2 microns were used to differentiate organisms. It was also stated that the composition of the culture and method of treatment had to be uniform to obtain reproducible results. Apparently bacteria, to some extent, are like people in that they are what they eat.

In the late 1960's an intermediate stage is seen in the straight-forward measurement of IR on bacteria and their media. The technique of gas chromatography was developed and applied broadly. Chromatography separates different molecules by their differing abilities to migrate through a medium which retards them differently. Thus, complex molecular mixtures can be divided into their components. As bacteria can be considered complex mixtures of molecules it was natural to apply chromatography to their analysis. A number of papers appeared (Howard, 1966, Quinn, 1974, Jantzen, 1976, Mitraka, 1976), which describe the application of gas chromatography to bacteria, after either vaporizing, solubilizing or converting to derivatives of the whole bacteria or bacterial products produced in media or in people.

These methods did not identify the molecular species which were being separated but they were able to provide characteristic profiles which could be compared to known materials of similar composition and identification could be made in this way. They also could accommodate extremely small samples in the order of nanogram or even picogram size samples.

The area of analysis called analytical pyrolysis makes heavy use of gas chromatography and among the many papers in this field there are a number devoted to bacteria. Menger (1972) wrote on the subject of computer matching of pyrolysis of pathogenic microorganisms. A symposium on analytical pyrolysis (Jones, 1977), held in Amsterdam in 1976, heard a number of papers on this application. Generally, 90-100 micrograms dry weight of bacteria were used and "fingerprints" were used rather than attempting to identify the molecular composition. A considerable amount of information on cell chemistry as well as on the volatile metabolites of microorganisms of bacteria and fungi, which include in part ethylene, acetylene, propylene, ethane, propane, aldehydes, alcohols, ketones, esters, methyl mercaptan, dimethyl sulfide, etc. is provided in a recent book by Aaronson (1981).

The next stage, which may be considered the current one takes the output of the chromatographic column, as each molecular entity comes from the column and submits it to an identification technique, most commonly IR or mass spectrometry.
Using such techniques and especially if capillary columns are used for the gas chromatographic samples, quantities as low as nanogram and even picogram amounts can be run. Considering that 1 bacteria can weight about 1 picogram ($10^{-12}$ g) and that, as Anas (1978) has reported, a cubic meter of air normally contains 2000-4000 bacteria, or up to 4 organisms per liter, it is, at least theoretically, possible to have sufficient material from 1 cubic meter to detect and identify bacteria if one could collect them. Gaudy (1980), in addition to giving useful information on the chemical composition of cells points out that bacteria are 50 to 75% water and the actual dry weight which is less than half of the specimen is of course the basis of a correct estimate. However, the intended application is for an enhanced concentration in the environment so that 1 cubic meter should yield a sufficient sample if the gas chromatograph/IR technique (GC/IR) were used.

A great deal of work along these lines has been done successfully for clinically applications by Mitruka (1976) and described in an excellent book entitled "Methods of Detection and Identification of Bacteria". In all cases bacteria are first grown as colonies after which the GC/IR techniques rapidly identify the microorganisms. Samples are usually in microgram amounts, a thousand times more than is reasonably expected to be acquired directly from air samples. Nevertheless, the micro capillary GC/IR mentioned above, although not reported to have been applied to bacteria, are likely to give results similar to those obtained by Mitruka but without culturing.

The interfacing of FTIR with the computer leads to ingenious treatments which enable handling the complex IR spectra to obtain a variety of desired information. Powell (1978) describes computer identification of IR spectra by correlation-based file searching. Lam (1982) describes the technique of cross-correlation to enhance the signal/noise ratio. The ordinary treatment of the IR interferogram to obtain the frequency spectra is by autocorrelation, by means of which the power intensity at any given amount is multiplied by its intensity at a slightly later time. A repetition of this calculation yields data needed to calculate the spectra. However, if a single desired compound such as carbon monoxide is needed to obtain an interferogram, and this is stored in the computer, if any unknown is then scanned and its interferogram is correlated with that of the carbon monoxide (cross-correlation), a very quick and accurate measure of carbon monoxide in the sample is obtained. This has been widely used in IR instruments in high-flying airplanes to study individual components in the upper atmosphere. Perhaps spectra of bacteria can be recorded and stored for cross-correlation purposes in future IR detection devices.

An area in which IR spectra has been widely use is in studies of air pollution. Ferraro (1978) describes an FT-IR study in detail of air pollution in the Los Angeles area, using a kilometer path length (22.5 meter tube with folded optics). This study yielded information on the gaseous constituents of the
atmosphere and needed the long path length to increase sensitivity to the ppm level. Microorganisms were not considered in this study.

The Los Angeles smog seems to be a popular place to study with IR techniques. In 1982 Hanst (Hanst, 1982) reported detection in the parts per billion range on 12 or more atmospheric constituents including hydrocarbons. He reported on the rise and fall of these constituents over a 2-day period using a Digilab FT-IR instrument which allowed 52 reflections of the beam within the cell to an operating length of 1170 meters. A fan was run for 120 minutes to exchange the air and 3 minutes was allowed for settling. The scan took 7 minutes. No one seems to have thought of it but perhaps if a second portion of air had been brought in across a very hot section they might have been able to detect other pyrolyzed products of microorganisms by subtracting the result of the first scan from the second.

3.3 Variations of the Basic IR Techniques

A number of unique techniques involving IR have been reported in the literature some of which have been applied to bacterial detection. Raman spectra including the IR region have been used especially with Laser sources, and this procedure has been particularly sensitive when used at certain frequencies to give so-called Resonance Raman which has been used to detect and identify bacteria in water (Howard, 1980). Raman spectra will be discussed later.

If the specimen can be spread across a surface either as a layer of cells or as a liquid by virtue of air passed through a solvent, IR can be used in a number of ways. Internal reflection spectroscopy, also called attenuated total reflection (ATR) has been widely used for obtaining IR spectra of solid surfaces. Small liquid samples can be run using special cells for this purpose which are commercially available. (Barnes Analytical, 1983, harrick Scientific, 1983, Update Instrument Inc., 1983). Another technique to measure IR absorption of material on a surface, as well as the UV and visible light is the use of photoacoustic spectroscopy (Low, 1980).

Photoacoustics will be covered later, but at this point it will be mentioned that a commercially available attachment suitable for any spectrophotometer has been reported (EG and G Instruments, 1983).

A novel approach to the handling of micro samples for the purpose of IR absorption measurements was described by Anderson (1975). To accommodate 50 nanogram samples he made a KBr pellet and used watch jewels as sample apertures to mask the sample. He used a Digilab Model FTS-14 spectrophotometer and 100 one second scans stored in a minicomputer so that a composite could be made after noise reduction. Much of the work of preparing the sample required a low power microscope and considerable care but excellent curves were shown on less than 100 nanogram samples.
3.4 Conclusions

Bacteria can be detected and identified using IR measurements if they are cultured to produce sufficient sized samples. High speed detection would require direct determination without the slow stage of growth. Analysis of very small samples of other substances has been done at an order of magnitude comparable to the number of organisms found in normal dirty city atmospheres in 1 cubic meter volume. At this time no work has been reported on a direct determination of microorganisms without culturing.

Nearly all manufacturers of laboratory equipment make FT-IR instruments. These are generally compact and relatively easy to operate. In a recent advertisement one of them claims that it requires only 0.2 seconds to do a scan. There remains only the problem of how to gather all the organisms in 1000 liters of air into a suitable form for the task.

4. PHOSPHORESCENCE

In the report on microwaves we dealt with relatively long wavelengths measured in the millimeter range and therefore of low energy. The rotation of the molecule, or large sections capable of rotation, were effected at these energies and the absorption spectra was measured. The report on infrared radiation dealt with wavelengths about 1000 times shorter, in the micron range. Here the molecular phenomena was vibration of atoms bonded to each other within the molecules. Each type of bond between atoms vibrates with a characteristic frequency so that the spectral absorption of the infrared energy was measured to identify what structures were present in the investigated molecule.

In phosphorescence we are dealing with electronic transitions which involve shorter wavelengths of higher energy and we measure the light emitted by the stimulated electrons as they fall back to a ground level. Phosphorescent emission generally is observed across the whole visible range and slightly beyond on either side.

Although phosphorescence has been known for a long time and used in various ways such as in marking microbial organisms with phosphorescent stains it was only proposed as a quantitative technique in 1944 (Lewis, 1944), and first applied as a quantitative technique by Kiers (Kiers, 1957). To avoid interferences from fluorescence and the quenching effects of molecular collisions the methods employed liquid nitrogen to cool specimens to about 77 degrees K. Such cooling was required to immobilize molecular motion giving conditions where strong phosphorescence could be observed and measured. In the late 60's and early 70's much work was being done with paper chromatography and it was found that some of the spots produced on paper showed good phosphorescence without cooling. In 1974 (Wellons, 1974) first proposed that room temperature phosphorescence (RTP) could be used successfully as a quantitative technique. It was in fact shown that samples one tenth the amounts
previously required could be detected and determined quantitatively on paper. Since then many applications have been published using paper, silica and other substrates. RTF is much simpler to work with and to a large extent has now replaced low temperature phosphorescence (LTP) as the prevalent method. Many discussions of RTP are found in the literature (Chen, 1976, Winefordner, 1972, Vo Dinh, 1977, Yen Bower, 1980, Parker, 1980). In 1980 room temperature phosphorescence was extended to solutions by the use of micellar compounds (Cline-Love, 1980, 1981, Skrilec, 1980). It was found that detergents such as sodium lauryl sulfate in the presence of heavy atoms could isolate the phosphor in micelles which increased intersystem crossover to greatly enhance phosphorescence while reducing fluorescence. Sensitivity was claimed to be comparable to low temperature and paper phosphorescence.

4.1 Theory

Certain molecules, when irradiated with visible or ultraviolet radiation emit a visible radiation of longer wavelength for either a brief or long time when the original radiation is discontinued. This is called luminescence. If this luminescence exists for only a short time (10^-10^-10^-10 seconds) it is called fluorescence. Longer periods (10^-2-10^-10) seconds of light output are called phosphorescence. The mechanism by which they occur follows:

Electrons entering into the above phenomena are only those in the outer orbitals, which are those involved in chemical reactions and form bonds between atoms. Electrons in a plane which includes the 2 atomic centers joined by a bond are called σ-electrons and are held strongly in position. Electrons in orbitals outside this plane are called π-electrons and are less strongly held. In large molecules with multiple bonded atoms some electrons (η electrons), are even more loosely held and move over less restricted distances. The η and π electrons give rise to luminescence.

When a molecule is relaxed, at rest, all of the energy components are considered to be in their ground state. Vibrations are going on as though the bonds were springs and the atomic centers were heavy masses with electric and magnetic charges delimiting and defining the ranges of vibration. When electromagnetic energy of the right frequency passes close, within 10^-15 seconds a σ or η electron can absorb enough energy to jump from its lowest level (T₀) to a higher state of excitation. This new level is really a band of sublevel but it quickly loses energy by heat loss and goes to its lowest level of excitation (T₁) within this band. At this point it should be pointed out that prior to its energy jump the electron was sharing an orbital with another electron and by the Pauli exclusion principle the two electrons were spinning in opposite directions. This is required to conserve momentum for the whole atom so that the two together had a net spin of 0. When the jump to a higher level occurred the spins were still opposite to each other but now each is alone in its orbital.
The electron at $T_1$ can be subjected to three possible actions. It can, due to collisions, lose enough energy and thus produce a little heat to arrive back at $T_0$, with no radiation. It can drop back down giving off its surplus energy in the form of radiation called fluorescence, which is of longer wavelength than the original stimulating radiation because some energy was lost in the sublevels of $T$. If this path is taken it will be done in $10^{-1}$ to $10^{-10}$ seconds. Third, it can lose a small amount of energy, reverse its spin and be at an excited level $S_1$. This electron is now called $^3S$. This one can loiter around between $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-10}$ seconds before flipping down to $T_0$ giving its energy up as radiation (phosphorescence). It might, due to collisions, acquire a little energy as it goes down and shift back to $T_1$ after which it might then fall down to $T_0$ giving delayed fluorescence.

While the electron was spinning in its original form, balanced by another spinning in the opposite direction, the atom was in a so-called singlet state as the net spin momentum was zero. When the spin direction was flipped over in the above $S_0$ state there were now 2 electrons spinning in the same direction and the atom is said to be in the triplet state. This is the so-called intersystem cross-over. Phosphorescence always arises from the triplet state and is always of longer wavelength than fluorescence which arises from the singlet state.

Which of the above phenomena occur, and to what extent, are governed by a variety of factors. Molecular structures, such as those found in aromatic molecules in which electrons are orbiting loosely over a wide structure with multiple bonding cause enhancement. In media where collisions can occur easily, radiationless transfers of energy diminishing occur. Oxygen and moisture have a tendency to reduce triplet electrons and thus quench phosphorescence (McAleese, 1980).

An interesting method of inducing phosphorescence, but without the use of radiant energy is chemiluminescence or bioluminescence. Certain chemical reactions such as the firefly glow have been used to measure bacteria. All living cells contain ATP, a single bacterium having about $2.5 \times 10^{-10}$ mg, so that 1000 have about $2.5 \times 10^{-10}$ mg. Marino (Marino, 1981) has provided a data acquisition system that will detect $10^{-7}$ ng of ATP by its reaction with the firefly-produced luciferase. A luminol/hydrogen peroxide reaction catalyzed by bacterial porphyrins has also been used, as have other bioluminescent methods (Owens, 1973, Picciolo, 1968, Vo Dinh, 1978).

4.2 Factors Which Affect Phosphorescence

Phosphorescence can be diminished by any condition that causes electrons in the triplet state to lose energy by collision or by thermal means. These cause a drop of excited electrons to a lower orbit without radiation or to enable electrons to pick up a small amount of energy to cross over to the singlet state. Lowering the temperature to a point where liquids solidify prevents these
events and therefore permits efficient phosphorescence. The presence of moisture and gaseous oxygen increases collisions, particularly oxygen which itself has a high triplet state which degrades the triplet electrons and must therefore be absent as much as possible (McAleese, 1980).

The fact that samples dried on paper or silica surfaces can give good phosphorescence at room temperature is often explained by the reduced mobility of molecules on a surface or by some surface forces.

An interesting finding was made that heavy atoms when present will greatly increase phosphorescence on paper. As a result it is now usual to add sodium iodide to a sample before dehydrating it (Vo Dinh, 1976). This increase was theorized to be caused by the more labile electrons present in metals.

Room temperature phosphorescence can also be accomplished in aqueous solutions successfully in the presence of micelles (Cline-Love, 1980, 1981 Skrilec, 1980). If compounds with polar and nonpolar ends, such as the detergent sodium lauryl sulfate are present in sufficient concentration molecules capable of phosphorescence are apparently protected from collisions by the nature of the detergent surrounding these molecules. The addition of heavy atoms here too has a large enhancing effect. In addition, fluorescence which normally gives a troublesome background is vastly reduced. This makes possible simpler measurements, as total emission, only, need be measured. The use of micelles discovered only in 1980, has not yet been fully exploited but would appear to have considerable potential.

The use of dye lasers, and especially pulse dye lasers, has allowed considerable control over the time of reading phosphorescence relative to its stimulation (Fisher, 1972, Bergquist, 1973, Kasatiya, 1974). Because molecules vary in the wavelengths that will stimulate them, their emission spectra and the time of maximum emission, all of these factors can be utilized to differentiate among phosphorescent species. By generating a series of emission spectra versus excitation spectra for different time periods, three dimensional maps or fingerprints can be made to differentiate similar molecules.

An interesting approach using some of the above properties was described by Vo Dinh (Vo Dinh, 1978, Vo Dinh and Gagnon, 1976), using synchronous luminescence spectrometry. In this method he varies the exciting wavelength as he measured the emitted wavelength intensity such that the difference between the two of them is constant, i.e. $\Delta \lambda$ is fixed. He applied this to phosphorescent mixtures and showed that as each significant emission wavelength is approached it is greatly enhanced, whereas background is diminished. He claimed that this procedure increased selectivity and decreased measurement time. It was interesting to note that results were different for different sizes of and useful information could be obtained by both narrow and broad differences.
4.3 Instrumentation

Instrumentation varies with the type of application and with the usage intended. Research instruments have different requirements than instruments designed for a specific application. For example, research oriented instruments, many of which are commercially available, are able to provide a broad range of wavelengths as radiant energy, but an instrument intended for a specific application need only a specific wavelength. Likewise, the spectra of the emitted light intended for research must be measured more tightly than is required for many specific applications.

Furthermore, low temperature phosphorimetry, intended for molecules in a solution, which in the past has been the most common, required a means of cooling the sample in liquid nitrogen. Room temperature phosphorimetry does away with this and is usually done on a paper or silica carrier after drying.

In any case, in spite of variations with type of application all must have four components: a source of illumination including some means of choosing the desired wavelength, a means of carrying a sample, a filter or other means of selecting the radiant wavelengths, and a detector to measure the output energy.

The instrumentation used for low temperature phosphorimetry, which for many years was the only widely used procedure has been well described by Schulman (1977). He discusses each of the four components in some detail which need not be reviewed here, except to say that commercial instruments for fluorimetry, which are widely available are easily adapted to phosphorimetry.

In general, phosphorescence has been measured using instrumentation designed for fluorescence with the added feature that a time delay between a few milliseconds to several seconds must be built into the system and subject to control. This delay between the time of irradiation and the measurement of systems uses a can with 2 slits 180 degrees apart. The can sits over the sample and rotates. The sample is irradiated from one side as one slit passes the sample and is read on the other side as the can rotates. The speed of rotation controls the time lag between irradiation and reading. An alternate to this uses a shaft with two multi-bladed fans with one fan on each side of the sample. The placement of the blades is such that as the shaft rotates, illumination coming from one direction is either blocked or allowed to strike the sample. The blades of the fan on the far side of the sample allow phosphorescent emission to enter a detector or not depending on the speed of rotation and placement of the blades. A third system, used for measuring the phosphorescence of spots on a tape roll in an automated analyzer uses a mirror on a rotating shaft set at 45 degrees to the spot. A source of illumination is focused on the mirror and is reflected onto the sample. As the mirror turns away from the illumination it reflects the phosphorescent light onto a detector. Another approach using pulsed sources with gated
detectors was found to have advantages over mechanical techniques. Pulsed energy can be delivered with more peak energies at shorter intervals. This produces more intense output and allows better selectivity-advantage for short life-time phosphors (0.5-50 milliseconds).

Room temperature phosphorescence (RTP) has mostly been applied to measurements of phosphorescence of a surface or a substance on a surface. A recent book by Hurtubise (1981) provides a fine discussion of devices for this purpose. Essentially, these devices have the same four basic components but involve lasers as the excitation source to a greater degree. As RTP lends itself easily to automation, especially in the form of paper tape as a sample carrier, ingenious ways of reflecting light onto and off spots on paper with suitable time-delays have been devised (Vo Dinh, 1977, Yen Bower, 1979).

The area called chemiluminescence or bioluminescence uses a chemical reaction rather than incident radiation to generate a light emission. In this case a source of illumination is not needed. Simple and compact equipment to use this approach to bacterial detection after culturing on media is much in favor by exo-terrestrial scientists working for NASA. Light measurements are made after injection of suitable chemicals onto the cultured specimen (Mitz, 1969, Strange, 1972). Because such methods can be easily automated they are excellent candidates for further development.

A great deal of work has been done with fluorescence in the study of biological molecules. Tagging of molecular groups with compounds known to fluorescence strongly is done by reaction with protein and the surplus washed away. The protein can then be detected and measured by the attached fluophor. In recent years immunofluorescence techniques have been applied to bacteria and viruses in which the fluorescent attachment is made to a microorganism by the antibody for the microorganism. This requires highly specific antibodies to detect highly specific organisms and is a powerful identification technique. The emitted light is detected visually under a microscope or by photomultipliers.

Considerable work has been devoted to tryptophane and tyrosine in terms of their phosphorescence. It was found that excitation at 280 nm produces phosphorescence in both while excitation at 300 nm excites tryptophane only. The absorption spectra also varies somewhat in different proteins. Direct application of this information to a study of bacterial protein has not been found in the literature although the variation in the relative amounts of these compounds has been used to differentiate proteins.

4.4 Applications

The literature lists hundreds of compounds giving excitation and emission wavelength, their lifetimes and even their
limits of detection, many of them of biological interest (Becker, 1969; Rhys, 1981). Detection at nanogram levels is common using phosphorescence, and represents one of the few methods for detection at these levels. The majority of applications have been in the field of drugs including some of the most popular ones such as phenobarbital, cocaine, chlorpromazine and salicylic acid in wine and blood. Air and water pollutants (Sawicki, 1969), hydroxyl substituted aromatics (Dalerto, 1982) and products from petroleum have also been given much attention. Proteins have been differentiated to some extent by the difference in relative amounts of tryptophane and tyrosine (Konev, 1967) based on their different phosphorescent spectra.

As pointed out by Shelley (1980) in discussing clinical applications, very little work has been done by clinicians although some work has used fluorescence to identify microbiological species. Shelley described measurements on compounds diffused into media by growing pseudomonas and plotting excitation vs. emission wavelengths which gave 3 dimensional plots that clearly were different for members of this group.

Unfortunately no similar work on phosphorescence has been found in the literature. This may be accounted for at least in part by the fact that until recently the considerable background of broad fluorescence required extensive preliminary purification to obtain good specimens. Recent developments such as micelle techniques mentioned earlier might eliminate or reduce this problem.

4. Conclusions

Because phosphorescence is one of the most sensitive means of detecting specific molecules it would appear to be unusually desirable for microbial detection.

Developments of the past decade such as room temperature phosphorescence, heavy atom effects, micelle approaches and synchronous spectrometry have opened up possibilities which have not yet been explored.

The detection and identification of microorganisms has been attempted to a limited extent by associated techniques such as fluorescence, bioluminescence or immunofluorescence. They should now be examined by phosphorescence.

5. Raman

In the discussions on microwave and infrared measurements the method of observation was by absorption. Electromagnetic radiation passed through an array of molecules, stimulated to higher levels of excitation, thereafter losing some energy. The difference between energy going in and coming out of this molecular array is usually small compared to the two values being differenced. Accuracy, or discrimination, based on amplification of this difference requires stable instruments such as are available at least for
infrared measurements. Using these methods advantage is gained by increased in input intensities, as the absorption is a fixed fraction of the input and the difference remains the same.

In phosphorescence and Raman we deal with emitted radiation and the signal of interest increases with an increase in the intensity of the exciting illumination. As a result, the interest in these phenomena has risen with the improved availability and decreased price of lasers.

To some extent Raman provides information chemically similar to that given by infrared, that is, the bond vibrations stimulated by infrared are also stimulated and measured by Raman but additional vibrations are also obtained by Raman. Furthermore, samples in water, or of high water content are difficult to measure using infrared but are no problem with Raman.

5.1 Background

Grasselli (Grasselli, 1981) has given a brief summary of the development of Raman spectroscopy through 1979. C.V. Raman was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1930 for his discovery of this effect in 1928 (Raman, 1928). Almost simultaneously Landsberg and Manderstam made a similar discovery in the Soviet Union. Within 10 years, 1753 papers had been published on the Raman effect and its chemical applications.

During the next twenty years excellent infrared equipment became commercially available and absorbed the interest of spectroscopists looking for vibrational information.

The advantage of Resonance Raman was first suggested by Brandmuller (1959) but as Morris (1979) points out, sources of sufficient intensity were lacking and the method was rarely used. In the late 60's when argon ion and krypton lasers became available, almost immediately Raman spectroscopy became a valuable tool for biochemical systems. Today commercially available dye lasers can now be used to cover almost the entire range in which conventional electronic absorption spectra can be obtained.

Starting in 1976 and to the present a new area called Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) developed rapidly, in which two lasers at different wavelengths are employed. This approach has given rise to a series of variations and acronyms including SRS (Stimulated Raman Scattering), CSRS (Coherent Stokes Raman Spectroscopy), SRG (Stimulated Raman Gain), IRS (Inverse Raman Scattering), PARS (Photoacoustic Raman Spectroscopy) and Rikes (Raman In-cide Kerr Effect Spectroscopy). These are all included in the general term Coherent Raman Spectroscopy because the scattered Raman radiation emerges from the sample as a coherent beam where the photons are all in phase. A summary of these methods appears in Analytical Chemistry (Borman, 1982). A number of recent books have described these methods (Barrett, 1981, Wright, 1981, Carrera, 1981). In 1978-1979 it was noted that about 3,600 pages were
5.2 Theory

When electromagnetic radiation approaches a molecule many things happen. As the wavelength of a typical illumination is 4000 A and a molecule is several angstroms, the whole molecule is stimulated at once. As discussed in previous sections some electrons are placed in more energetic orbitals, the geometry of the molecule may be shifted as a result, and rotations and vibrations are all energized to some degree.

If the molecules are in an enclosure as in a solution or gas, free of particles, and light of a given wavelength enters from one side and emerges from the other, absorption is cause by vibrations stimulated at that wavelength. Most of the light will pass through. About one thousandth will be scattered in all directions by the molecules present. This scattered light arises from the same phenomena which gives rise to absorption but with some interesting and measurable variations. In all cases inter-atomic bonds vibrate at ground levels or higher energy levels, and electrons also orbit at ground levels or higher energy levels, and electrons also orbit at ground levels or higher energy levels. However, the manner of fall-back to ground level can vary in different combinations thus re-emitting their surplus energy with different results.

In the section of phosphorescence we have described the results of electronic energy levels. In this section we are concerned with vibration levels.

The incident light can be scattered in three ways. The most likely path occurs when it stimulates a vibration from ground level (the most prevalent state) to an excited level which immediately falls back to its ground level emitting a photon of the same wavelength. This is described as elastic scattering and is known as Rayleigh scatter. The next two phenomena change the wavelength and are called inelastic scattering. These occur to about one thousandth of the Rayleigh scatter.

Consider the three energy levels: the ground level $V_0$, the first excited $V_1$, and a higher level of excitation $V_2$. If the exciting radiation raises a vibrator from its ground level to $V_2$ and it then falls down to $V_1$ it will emit with less energy than the original radiation. If the incoming frequency was $f_0$, the output is $f_0 - f_1$ and is called Stokes Raman scatter. However, the exciting radiation may encounter a vibrator already at level $V_1$ and raise it to $V_2$. If it drops back all the way to $V_0$, the output has acquired the extra energy it had in $V_1$ and comes out as $f_0 + f_1$ and is called Anti-Stokes scatter. In either case the output is a shifted wavelength from the input wavelength.
Other scatter effects of less importance to us here include Brillouin scatter (Brillouin, 1922) predicted in 1922 and first observed by Gross in 1930 as a very slight Doppler shift usually not separated from the incident radiation and Mie scatter which occurs from dust and is at the same wavelength as the Rayleigh scatter and often confused with it.

Raman shift is generally described in terms of wave number (the reciprocal of wavelength) and the shift from the exciting wavelength is the number used. As Anti-Stokes involves the population already in an excited state it starts with a much smaller population than Stokes, generally 1% of it, and therefore the Stokes wavelengths, which are the more probable ones, are usually used.

Gases, liquids and solids give different Raman spectra because of their differences in freedom of movement and vibration. The energy transitions which occur in some cases are the same as found by infrared and microwave absorption but in other cases are found only in Raman.

It should not be forgotten that among all of the transitions which are occurring, phosphorescence and fluorescence are frequently present. Sometimes to an overwhelming extent. Although Raman spectra originate earlier than these, measurements may still overlap and various precautions must be taken to eliminate interferences.

5.3 Resonance Raman

A recent paper by Van Haverbeke (1981) on the use of resonance Raman to detect pollutants in water discusses the first applications of this technique. He points out that Bernstein in 1972 noted that when the frequency of the exciting light falls within an absorption band, close to its maximum, the Raman signal can be enhanced up to a million times while other molecules exhibit only the ordinary Raman spectrum. The first investigations on the applications of this effect were described in 1978 by Van Haverbeke (Van Haverbeke, 1978). He found detection limits 1,000 times more sensitive than with conventional Raman of industrial dyes at the 30-50 ppb level.

As will be pointed out later most optics used for Raman are glass, as the wavelengths generally used are in the visible range. It is possible to conduct Resonance Raman in the UV but the suitable optics are required.

Resonance Raman has now been widely used and its applications and advantages will be discussed elsewhere.

5.4 Coherent Raman

A considerable number of papers have been written describing so-called Coherent Raman Spectroscopy (Melveger, 1977, Morris, 1979, Borman, 1982, Gratzer, 1978). Under the description
several techniques have been developed. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) has received the most attention because of its applicability to chemical analysis. In the procedure two lasers, one of which is varied, are used to illuminate the sample. The difference frequency which is produced is relatively weak but as it is varied, whenever the difference corresponds to a Raman frequency the Anti-Stokes emission is vastly increased. If Stokes emission is measured, it becomes CSRS.

Many variations using multiple lasers and other optical properties such as polarization have generated an alphabetical zoo. CARE, RIKES, OHD-RIKES, SRS and PARS are a few that have been noted. These are described in a 1981 monograph by Eisley (Eisley, 1981).

5.5 Advantages of Raman for Microbiological Applications

The advantages of using Raman for microbiological applications are:

1) Raman spectra can be obtained even for dilute samples in water because water has a weak Raman spectra. Infrared measurements are severely hampered by the presence of water.

2) Liquids, solutions, gases, films, surfaces and solids are all readily studied with Raman.

3) Extremely small amounts of material are needed. The active volume, in the nanoliter range is governed by the size of a focused laser beam.

4) The equipment geometry is very flexible due to the use of laser beams.

5) Symmetrical bonds such as C-C and S-S can give intense Raman bands. These give very weak bands or no spectra in the infrared region.

6) The entire vibrational spectrum from 10 to 4,000 cm⁻¹ is covered in a single scan with conventional glass optics. Infrared spectroscopy requires more restricting equipment and some changes to cover this scope.

7) Complete spectra can be recorded in less than 1 second.

5.6 Disadvantages

The disadvantages of using Raman for microbiological applications are:

1) The intense illumination can cause chemical changes.

2) Fluorescence can be troublesome. There are means to cope with this problem.

3) Normal Raman spectroscopy is not extremely sensitive and usually requires a clear solution.

5.7 Special Advantages With Resonance Raman

The use of a Resonance Raman provides the following special advantages:
1. Much more sensitive than normal Raman.
2. One can be selective and "pick out" a single desired chromophore in a complex biological mixture. Biological chromophores in the 250-750 nm range have been studied by Resonance Raman.
3. The spectra are relatively simple.

5.8 Coherent Raman--Advantages

Coherent Raman is now in a high state of change and is likely to develop further shortly. However, the following advantages can already be seen:

1. Conversion efficiencies are 5 times greater than with normal Raman.
2. CARS is generated in a laser-like beam and therefore collection is excellent.
3. A monochromater is not needed, the spectral line width being determined by the laser line width.
4. Laser induced fluorescence does not interfere.
5. Low incident power is required.

5.9 Disadvantages of Cars

1. Due to background, radiation detection is limited.
2. Probably not useful for opaque or Mie scattering conditions.
3. Equipment costs are high.
4. Many interactions occur which are not well known at this time.

5.10 Equipment and Sensitivity

The basic equipment required to obtain Raman spectra is a spectrophotometer, usually in the visible range, although some work has been done at both ends of the visible; a means of holding the sample; a capillary tube; and a source of illumination which for practical purposes is always one or more lasers.

There are at least 10 commercial companies which currently advertise Raman spectrometers and there are likely to be more as more methods are developed and applied. Microprobe Raman has been applied to defects and contaminants in the manufacture of microelectronic elements and this field is expanding rapidly.

Sensitivity is sufficient to examine a single particle 1 micron in length or to obtain spectra from 0.1 microliter in a capillary tube. Concentrations of some materials as low as 30-50 ppb have been determined. The speed of running a spectrum is dependent on the spectrophotometer, as the output is almost instantaneous, so that a spectrogram can be made with existing equipment in less than a second to several minutes. Sensitivity for bacteria impinged into a solvent would be easily adequate.
3.11 Applications

Many applications relating to biological materials have appeared in the literature. Studies of protein structure are discussed by Gratzer (Gratzer, 1978) using Raman spectra to study peptide bonds. Resonance Raman has been used to study specific locations of chromophores located in regions of interest. If no chromophores are present where desired, Gratzer refers to the work of Carey (Carey, 1978) who uses suitable colored reporter molecules bound to the active sites of enzymes to acquire information. For an extension into UV laser excitation he refers to Tsuboi (Tsuboi, 1975) who examined nuclei and derivatives.

Van Haverbeke (Van Haverbeke, 1981) applied Resonance Raman spectroscopy to the detection and identification of pollutants in water. Straight Raman spectra previously applied to waters showed that, at best, benzene could be detected at the 50 ppm levels and 4 to 40 ppm for a series of other compounds. However, using Resonance Raman, Van Haverbeke was able to go to 30-50 ppb for the detection of industrial dyes in river streams. UV and visible absorption spectrometry had about the same sensitivity but the spectral curves obtained with Resonance Raman were better able to identify the molecules present. The same method was used to detect colored dyes in foods. It is interesting to note that natural food dyes did not give a significant Raman spectrum but that artificial dyes all did, and all were different, therefore identifiable.

For pollutants which were themselves not colored, it was found that non-fluorescing dyes could be reacted with the pollutants (phenolic pollutants using 4-nitroaniline in alkaline medium were first tried) to give absorption maxima close to the wavelength of the laser. Pesticides in natural water were also derivatized and determined by the same author.

Van Wart (Van Wart, 1981) studied enzyme active sites using Resonance Raman. A protein or enzyme may have a native chromophoric constituent such as a porphyrin which serves as a Resonance Raman probe or one may be introduced into a specific site on the enzyme by covalent attachment to an amino acid side chain. Structure and bondings were investigated.

Single fine particle were examined by Rosasco (Rosasco, 1975) using Raman spectroscopy on particles 0.7 microns long. Both organic and inorganic compounds were looked at. This ability is considered to be the result of being able to focus lasers onto such small volumes and to deliver a tremendous power density to the small sample. Their approach was to mount the particle on a holder onto which the laser was focused.

Different approaches to microfine Raman examinations of samples have been reported (Dhamelincourt, 1979, Anderson, 1981). They used the MOLE, the Molecular Optics Lasers Examiner Probe which couples a microscope and a spectrophotometer. The sample need only be visible under the microscope and be of any composition.
The ocular of the microscope is replaced by a beam-splitter at 45° so that a laser beam from one side hits the surface of the beam-splitter and is directed onto the slide with the sample. The Raman spectra then passes up, through the microscope, through the beam splitter and into the entry aperture of the spectrophotometer. Many types of samples such as urban dust, defects in materials and industrial samples of integrated circuits were each analyzed with useful results.

Information about molecular symmetry polarization studies have been undertaken using such a set-up. A single 100 micron polyethylene fiber was enough to obtain polarization data. Recently, Adar (Adar, 1982) gave descriptions for a number of applications of this technique on industrial products.

Raman spectroscopy has been an important tool for determining the conformational structure of proteins and nucleic acids. Peticolas (Peticolas, 1975) points out that these spectra arise from either the backbones or side chains of these macromolecules, with frequencies between 200 cm \(^{-1}\) and 3,000 cm \(^{-1}\). From these one can determine base stacking and hydrogen bonding interactions.

Finally, Howard (Howard, 1980) published a paper entitled A Resonance Raman Method for the Rapid Detection and Identification of Bacteria in Water. The authors make the point that ordinary Raman provides too much information to be interpretable but that Resonance Raman could be simple and more sensitive. They examine the chromophore carotene which is common to many bacteria found in water and by using lasers at 514.5 and 488.0 nm and a standard spectrometer equipped with a photon counting detection system they obtained high quality reproducible spectra suitable for rapid identification.

5.12 Conclusion of the Raman Spectral Analysis

Raman spectral analysis is a highly probable technique for the detection and identification of aerosol-borne bacteria. Sensitivity is adequate and sample presentation should be reasonably easy.

At this point data is lacking to identify chromophores in bacteria which would specify laser wavelengths suitable for Resonance Raman. If these should be difficult to find, it would always be possible to stain the samples with acridine orange or other bacterial stains to serve as a bacterial probe.

6. PHOTOACOUSTICS

The previous sections discussed the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with molecular structures. To some extent they have each been applied in investigations relating to microorganisms sufficiently to at least give direction and background for further work. This section describes methods which
have not yet been tried for this purpose although photoacoustics has been suggested, no work has been reported.

6.1 History

The discovery of the photoacoustic effect is usually attributed to Alexander Graham Bell in 1881 who found that a gas in an enclosed cell illuminated by chopped light pulses, gives rise to pressure fluctuations in the cell (Bell, 1881). At that time these fluctuations were detected as audible sound using an ear-tube. In the same year Tyndall (Tyndall, 1881) and Rontgen (Rontgen, 1881) also noted this phenomena.

For about 90 years the technique was used exclusively for applications to gas analysis using a microphone, commercial developments concentrating on these applications (Delaney, 1959). Until recently other gas spectroscopies were preferred as they were more sensitive and more informative, except for the relaxation phenomena which was better done by photoacoustics. In 1971, a tunable laser and a sensitive microphone were applied to extend the sensitivity to micro concentrations of gaseous constituents (Kreuzer and Patel, 1971).

The first attempt to use photoacoustic phenomena to obtain spectroscopic information from solids is reported by Rosencwaig at Bell Laboratories (Rosencwaig, 1973). In the following nine years to the present many applications have been reported in imaginative ways to attempt to exploit the unique spectral capabilities of photoacoustics. Open-ended devices which can be applied to the surface of skin or plant tissue or to a stain on paper have been described. Solid surfaces have been studied including thin coatings on solids, solutions have been analyzed and much use of this technique has been devoted to the study of polymers and plastics.

In spite of numerous published works it must be pointed out that the method is not yet widely used. Most reports use in-house constructions usually specifically designed for a particular application. Though there are a few commercial photoacoustic adapters to spectrophotometers being manufactured they have not penetrated the potential user market very deeply. It is very probably that this will change during the coming decade.

6.2 Theory

If a sample of any sort is enclosed with a gas and a detector capable of acoustic detection, and the sample is exposed to radiant excitation, causing vibrators of any sort such as electrons or chemical bonds to be brought to a higher energy level, they will drop back to a base level releasing much of the energy as heat. This heat energy is picked up by the over-lying gas, increasing its pressure. If the incident illumination is varied across wavelengths ranging from IR, through the visible, and through UV the sample absorptions will be reflected in the curves generated by the detector. To a large extent such curves closely follow the
absorption curves obtained by transmission at the same wavelengths using much larger samples. A surface coating a few molecules deep is sufficient to provide well-defined curves. Samples may be solids, liquids, or gases and even granules.

Two excellent text books delve into theory (Pao, 1977, Rosencwaig, 1980), especially as regards the types of excitation and vibrational modes and the physics of energy interchanges.

Emphasis is placed on photoacoustic effects with gases, as most work in the past has been with gases. Theories, as they relate to condensed states of matter, are simpler and little space is devoted to that area.

6.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Photoacoustics

The main advantage is said to be that samples can be taken in any form, without further treatment and a spectral curve obtained. Any wavelength range for which a source is available is usable. The sample size can be quite small, below microgram range, possibly nanogram amounts and laser light can be used to enhance response. Light scatter present no problem.

The main disadvantage at this time is that the method has not gotten widely used, so that many of the potential applications have not been developed and therefore little experience has been reported. Doubtlessly in the next decade instruments and applications will become generally available but meanwhile most set-ups are home-made for specific applications.

Another disadvantage stems from its main advantage, that the sample can be taken as-is. If it is a mixture, the spectra may be too complex and may require considerable computer manipulation to give meaningful results.

6.4 Photoacoustic Equipment and Sensitivity

An instrumentation article in Analytical Chemistry (McClelland, 1983) describes some of the equipment used in photoacoustic spectroscopy for gases and condensed state samples. Basically all require an optical radiation source which is intensity-modulated, an enclosed cell which holds the sample, an acoustic transducer and some gas. In addition an electronic proceeding system to amplify and read out the signal from the transducer is needed. Specific details for each component vary with the wavelength desired and the nature of the sample. The few currently available cells are designed as add-ons to spectrophotometers to take advantage of a variable light source. Many authors describe apparatus for specific purposes (Oda, 1978, 1981, Farrow, 1978, Somoano, 1978, Gra 1977, Low, 1980, Fishman, 1981).

Sensitivity of the method varies with the application. Thus, in a paper by Oda (Oda, 1978), cadmium in the fungus
Penicillium ochro-chloron was determined at the 0.02 ng/ml level, approximately 100 times more sensitive than calorimetric or flame atomic absorption methods, using laser-induced photoacoustic absorption spectrometers. Casteldan (Casteldan, 1979) determined fluorescein in the range 0.2-2 micrograms with a limit of detection of 20 ng on thin-layer chromatographic plates by photoacoustic spectroscopy.

6.5 Photoacoustic Applications

Photoacoustics has been applied to a wide variety of sample types and a broad range of wavelengths. Bulk studies, surface studies, and vapor analysis have been made in materials such as coals, biological and agricultural products where reflection techniques were previously used, as well as metallic powders, various complex chemicals, bacterial growths, smears of blood in different oxidation states and skin before and after the application of various antibacterial agents. In addition photoacoustics has been applied to all of the chromatographies, vapor, liquid, thin-layer paper and plate as a means of detecting and identifying compounds. Theoretical studies involving the de-exitation process have been profitably studied by this technique. These studies are useful in understanding the fluorescence phenomena in which electrons return from excited states to a base level by emitting fluorescence or phosphorescence, whereby no photoacoustic signal is obtained, or they can be de-excited through heat loss processes detectible by photoacoustics, thus providing useful knowledge of photochemical processes and reaction rates.

As previously mentioned, cadmium has been determined with a detection limit of 0.02 ng/ml by extraction of a fungus with chloroform and measuring the solution at 514.5 nm (oda, 1978). Fluorescein was determined at the 20 ng level as a spot on thin-layer chromatography with minimal sample preparation and no solvent extraction (Castleden, 1979). The interaction of a carbonate insecticide with a clay carrier was studied by Lowry (Lowry, 1982). In this application he was able to avoid destroying weak bonds which would have been destroyed by sample gredding and thus demonstrated the nature of the bond with this technique. Oda (Oda, 1981) used laser-induced photoacoustic spectroscopy (LIPDAS) to monitor liquid chromatographic effects. He was able to show that this approach was 25 times more sensitive than the use of UV. An open-ended photoacoustic cell has been described which is applied directly over a variety of samples including spots on thin-layer chromatographic plates (Fishman, 1981). Volgtman (Volgtman, 1981) developed a simple photoacoustic detection system for highly sensitive liquid measurements. He gave limits of detection for various porphyrins, laser dyes and drugs all in the nanogram per ml range. The oldest application, gas analysis was recently worked on by Yip (Yip, 1983) who used wavelength modulation in a device to get around problems inherent in the absorptions of the cell itself. He adapted a commercial CO₂ laser and used a modulation frequency of 100 Hz to improve experimental results. Some detection limits were in the parts per billion level.
A paper published in April 1983 applied photoacoustic spectroscopy to an algae, the cyanabacteria anacystis Nidulans (Carpentier, 1983). The specimen were deposited on a nitrocellulose filter and the effect of sample thickness was studied. The authors found less than a 10% variation among samples which were thinner than 10 microns. They stated that filtration of small particles gave an optically homogenous deposited layer. They were able to successfully study the relative photosynthetic efficiency of algae pigments.

6.6 Conclusions of Photoacoustic Techniques

Photoacoustics would appear to be a suitable and rapid technique for detection as well as identification of air-borne bacteria. According to the papers described above it is indicated that somewhat between less than a nanogram to 20 nanograms were minimum samples needed. Assuming that bacteria are 75 percent water and using the higher value, about 80 thousand bacteria would be needed as a minimum. If these were impinged on a flat surface they could then be treated in the same manner as a spot in paper chromatography, about which several reports have been given. A photoacoustic curve obtained from such a specimen, made in less than 1 minute could provide definitive information.

An alternative possibility suggested by the referenced material is to ignite the specimen in the absence of air and to use the vapor to run a photoacoustic spectral analysis as has been done for automobile exhaust fumes.

Some work done with bacterial colonies on the surface of the growth media were able to differentiate different states of growth.

7. DIFFUSE REFLECTANCE SPECTROSCOPY

Reflectance spectroscopy studies the spectral composition of radiation reflected from a surface as to its angular dependence and the composition of the incident radiation. Two types of reflection can be differentiated, specular reflection from a smooth surface and diffuse reflection from a matte surface. Although all reflection contains some of each, two quite different methods are used to study the two extreme cases. We consider here only the diffuse reflectance.

It may be assumed that diffuse reflectance produces an angular reflectance that is isotropic i.e., that the reflectance is directionally independent.

In theory the nature of the reflectance is dependent on the relationship of particle size to wavelength. For particles of a size much larger than the wavelength there is reflection off the surfaces, plus some internal absorption, refraction and diffraction until finally it emerges diffusely from the surface. With small particles relative to the wavelengths, scatter occurs according to
the Mie theory, which is not isotropic. But with a sufficiently thick layer of closely packed particles this too yields an isotropic result.

Actual measurements of diffuse reflectance has been done over many decades but has seen a resurgence recently. Several textbooks on the topic (Kortum, 1969, Wendlandt and Hecht, 1966), and a number of papers describing applications have begun to appear in spectrographic and analytical journals. Experimental work by the author of this report directed to an investigation of the feasibility of this approach to bacterial detection will be described later.

For our purposes, in this study, the diffuse reflectance phenomena are similar to those found by photoacoustics discussed earlier. A number of papers have appeared comparing these two techniques and it has been found possible to make the same measurements on the same samples in the same equipment using an adapter. Thus Rohl (Rohl, Childers and Palmer, 1982) go into some detail to describe the equipment to do both measurements on the same sample and present comparison results on two powder samples. The curves presented show an inverse relationship, that is, where peaks point upwards in the photoacoustic graphs, they point down in the diffuse reflectance curves. They conclude that the two techniques have complimentary advantages and disadvantages. The photoacoustic method is subject to thermal properties in the sample, especially if thick, whereas the diffuse reflectance may be affected by specular reflections which may be present.

7.1 Applications of Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy

Applications have been described for all wavelength bands from UV through the visible and through IR. The near-IR was recently discussed at some length in a report in Analytical Chemistry (Wetzel, 1983), in which he describes this method as a "sleeper among spectroscopic techniques". The author refers to work by Griffiths (Griffiths, 1978) on the use of the technique with Fourier transform IR as having generated considerable attention. In the near-infrared paper the use of spectral subtraction serves to eliminate the need for chemical separation of otherwise interfering constituents. Applications are made to a wide variety of otherwise difficult materials, and with little sample preparation. Coals, textiles, pharmaceuticals and many agricultural products have been examined by this technique. The article by Wetzel gives a good summary of the pros and cons of this method.

Ditzler (Ditzler et. al., 1983) describes UV-Visible spectroscopy by diffuse reflectance for a study of reagents attached to silica gel. In this paper a method of subtracting the effect of the substrate yields spectral data which resemble transmission data of model compounds. This is a useful application, particularly because in recent years many reagents have been immobilized onto silica absorbants for bonded chromatographic applications and Ditzler considers that of all the available techniques used to
examine such samples, diffuse reflectance is the least expensive and is of comparable quality to the others.

Hannah (Hanah and Anacreon, 1983) describes a diffuse reflectance accessory to be used in an infrared dispersive spectrophotometer. He prepares his samples on potassium chloride pellets using 50 ng samples and obtained data which can be expanded to reveal highly discriminating peaks.

An interesting earlier article (Henderson, 1980) compares the use of near-infrared reflectance and photoacoustic spectra as applied to agricultural grains. He views the comparison from the point of view that the first method is well established and he wishes to compare the photoacoustic method to it. The curves shown are similar for both techniques with the sample types i.e. agricultural grains, high in oil and moisture. Careful sample preparation is required so that particle size and condition is similar from sample to sample in order for comparison data to be meaningful for both techniques.

7.2 Conclusions of Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy Techniques

As will be discussed in the Experimental section later, it is possible to look at a surface into which aerosol bacteria have been impacted, with either photoacoustic or diffuse reflectance spectroscopies and obtain comparably useful detection capabilities.

With sufficient basic data, not available at present, either of these techniques presents a good possibility for an instrumental method of rapid microbiological detection.

8. PIEZOELECTRIC DETECTION

The methods discussed previously involved interactions of radiant energy with the molecular structures found in microbiologals. With piezoelectric detection we will concern ourselves with physicochemical properties of a different kind.

8.1 History

Piezoelectricity is a property in which pressure on certain quartz crystals produces an electrical potential. When such a crystal is subjected to a specific electrical charge it will vibrate for a short time. This effect was first reported by Pierre and Jacques Curie in 1880. Advantage has been taken of this property in many ingenious applications. Such quartz crystals are used in great numbers for regulating and controlling frequency in communication equipment and in filters in electrical networks. Among other applications are: use for clocks because of their accuracy to 1 part in $10^9$; ultrasonic wave generation, measurement of temperature and thickness of evaporated films; dew point determination, and of special interest to us is its use to detect specific gases absorbed on coatings on the surface of the quartz.
8.2 Theory of Piezoelectric Gas Detection

Sauerbrey (Sauerbrey, 1959) reported the relationship between the frequency change and the change in mass occurring as a crystal is coated with a metal film. A brief description and some of its implications is given in an equation developed by King (King, 1964):

\[ F = 2.3 \times 10^6 \times \frac{F}{T} \times \frac{W}{A} \]

In which \( F \) is frequency change in cps due to a coating.
\( F \) is frequency of the quartz crystal in MC.
\( T \) is the thickness of the quartz in cm.
\( W \) is weight of added coating in grams.
\( A \) is the area of the quartz in square cm.

King points out that a commercially available 15 MC crystal with electrodes 5 mm in diameter will have a frequency change of 2600 cps per microgram of coating. Thus, when in use as a weight indicator it has a detection limit of about \( 10^{-12} \) grams, about the weight of 1 bacteria.

Many authors have taken advantage of this property to develop sensitive vapor detectors. A coating of any of a variety of chemicals weighing approximately 40-100 micrograms and capable of absorbing only a specific compound is applied to the quartz surface. The frequency of vibration of the quartz crystal is measured before and after exposure to air containing the specific compound and the change in frequency then becomes a measure of the concentration of the compound in air. Such detectors are now in use as environmental protection devices.

8.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Piezoelectric Detection

Very few methods exist which are capable of detecting such extremely small weights without using extreme precautions. The simplicity of the equipment combined with its extreme sensitivity is unique. The equipment is inexpensive and compact, making its use as field equipment convenient. Present coatings allow for a variety of atmospheric contaminants to be detected. Many coatings have reversible properties so that the absorbed molecular species can be de-absorbed, permitting its continuous use. A disadvantage occurs with coatings that are not reversible, in which the absorbed species forms a strong chemical bond with the absorber. In such cases the "life" of the coated crystal is limited and it must be replaced or recoated periodically. There are limitations in the use of these detectors. The maximum load that can be applied, that is the heaviest coating is small and difficult to apply. The response is not linear outside of narrow limits, being smaller for a given increment as the total load is increased. Until now no one has proposed a way of applying these detectors to bacterial detection.
8.4 Piezoelectric Detector Equipment

The basic equipment requires, beside the coated quartz chip and its housing, an oscillator and power supply to vibrate the crystal and a frequency meter to measure the cycles per second. Also an air pump or other source of carrier gas, and a flow meter to help regulate the flow rate. Optionally, if a chart recording is desired, a digital to analog converter is also needed. Aside from the chart recorded all of the basic equipment can fit into 1 or 2 cigar boxes.

The design of the cell which carries the crystal can take a variety of forms depending on its intended application. For use in conjunction with a gas chromatograph where the gas samples pass in very small amounts and a minimum volume gas space is needed, King describes a holder with about a 0.02 cc gas chamber. On the other hand Guilbault (Ho and Guilbault, 1982) has described a larger volume cell for continuous monitoring of the atmosphere in which incoming air impinges onto both sides of a coated quartz crystal through two lead-in tubes with constricted apertures.

For some applications a variety of auxiliary equipment might be needed to prepare or convert the compound desired to be detected into a form for which a coating has already been developed. Such a set-up will be discussed under the subject of applications.

8.5 Applications of Piezoelectric Detection

In an early report, King (1964) applied the piezoelectric detector to gas chromatography using a variety of coating materials and found that different carrier gases did not affect sensitivity. Starting about 1974 Professor Guilbault and a series of graduate students, over the years of the following decade produced numerous applications with various sensitivities to a range of constituents in the atmosphere from parts per million to parts per trillion (Karmaker, 1974, 1975, Webber, 1976, 1978, Hlavay, 1978, and Ho, 1980). In a paper presented at the 10th Annual Symposium on the Analytical Chemistry of Pollutants, May 1980, Professor Guilbault (1981) summarized the work done up through 1980 on the use of piezoelectric detectors to determine environmental pollutants, in which he referenced 27 publications on this subject.

A series of papers were also issued from workers at the National Bureau of Standards (Scheide, 1974, 1975, 1976) dealing with the use of a gold coated piezoelectric crystal to monitor mercury in industrial environments. Mercury amalgamates with the gold coating and the detector serves as an indicator of the daily accumulation of exposure to mercury vapor. At the end of the day the electrode is baked to remove the mercury and renew the electrode. In 1983 Guilbault reported (Kristoff and Guilbault, 1983) that the same gold electrode without any coating could be used to detect an organic phosphorate (DIMP) in the microgram per liter range.
A piezoelectric crystal detector for water in gas streams was reported by Lee (Lee and Fung, 1982) who found that gelatin was the best coating material, being subject to interference only by alcohols and formic acid. In this case the response time was unusually long, about 6-7 minutes compared with most other detectors (about 30 seconds).

An ingenious indirect procedure for the detection of carbon monoxide has been described by Ho (Ho, 1982). He used a pre-heater and passed the gas over mercuric oxide so that the carbon monoxide reacted to give elemental mercury. From that point on, the detector was similar to the previously described mercury detector. In a book on the subject, Ultra Micro Weight Determination in Controlled Environments (Wolsky, 1969) the authors referred to the determination of carbon monoxide by direct chemical absorption on gold surfaces at 40°C (page 237). In another unusual application Nomura and Maruyama (Nomura, 1983) found that the piezoelectric crystal could be submerged in aqueous solutions and still give useful readings. In this application they were able to calibrate, and thereafter determine the concentration of iron (III) b absorption as a phosphate in a solution.

8.6 Conclusions of Piezoelectric Detection Techniques

Piezoelectric detectors may be a simple and extremely sensitive means of detecting specific compounds in the atmosphere. If bacterial particulates in air are accumulated into a small recepticles and ignited in the presence of air the products from a small number of organisms will produce gases such as H₂S, NH₃ and other end products of combustion which could be detected. If the particles in the range 0.5-5 microns could be selectively isolated from air, and subsequently ignited, and if the products of ignition showed the presence of these gases, the result could be a probable indication of microorganisms.

9. CHROMATOGRAPHY

In the procedure previously described, until we had gotten to piezoelectric detectors, we were using interactions at the electronic level involving radiant energy. With piezoelectric detectors we began to look at molecular chemical reactions. In this section we are using physicochemical methods.

The use of chromatography in connection with microbiological detection and identification opens up as many diverse possibilities as there are forms of chromatography.

The original use of the term chromatography arose when plant pigments were extracted and poured through a chalk column, whereupon the colors separated into distinct visible bands. Since then the term has been generalized so that visible color is no longer required. It now refers to any procedure where a mixture of constituents, usually as a liquid or gas, is placed at one position, onto an absorber which is fixed in place. Another medium, the
mobile phase, to which the substances have a greater affinity, is passed over the fixed absorber so that the constituents of the sample washes in the another location. Usually, though not always, the fixed absorber is in a tube, usually narrow or even capillary in size, through which the mobile phase passes. During this process each molecular species migrates at a different rate related to their relative affinities to the two media. As a result, they emerge at the end of tube at different times. Development of detectors to identify when each species emerges has become a separate science, leading to many ingenious developments and innumeral publications describe new detectors almost each month.

Chromatographies have taken many physical forms. Diffusion on paper or through a gel medium, sometimes under the influence of an electrical field, has been widely used and might possibly be adapted to our purpose but the most highly instrumented methods have been developed for so-called high performance liquid chromatography and gas chromatography. We will look at the last two primarily, as to how they may be applied to analyze, and thereby detect bacteria.

9.1 High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) and Gas Chromatography (GC)

A single bacterium contains many hundreds of different molecules, which can be broken down to thousands of different and potentially identifiable fragments. To analyze them sufficiently for purposes of identification, separation of the interesting constituents is a critically important step.

It is of interest to those seeking improved methods of microbiological detection to note that during the past decade a great deal of attention has been paid to the analysis of exceedingly small samples dealing with biochemical studies, where many of the constituents present in bacteria, such as proteins and their constituent amino acids, sugars of various complexity, enzymes, etc., have been studied. To meet the requirements of these studies the major tool has been the development and requirement of both high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and gas chromatography (GC). Special attention has been given to miniaturization down to capillary size for chromatographic columns and to the enhancement of the abilities of new detectors so that picogram (bacteria sized) samples can be detected routinely.

A joint U.S.-Japan seminar held August 1982 in Hawaii devoted to microcolumn separation methods was written up in a paper in Analytical Chemistry (Novotny, 1983) in which the recent advances in miniaturization and detection were elaborated. Modern detectors mentioned included laser-based devices, LC/Mass spectrometry, microcolumn chromatography/FT-IR spectroscopy, flame and plasma-based detection devices and electrochemical detectors with miniaturized electrodes.
In a paper in which Jennings (Jennings, 1984) refers to "a renaissance in analytical chromatography" he describes chromatography as the most powerful means of achieving analytical separations and finds that in most recent developments, LC and GC are particularly worthy. He feels that especially with the advent of rugged capillary systems, certain advantages such as improved separations, faster analyses, higher sensitivities and less expensive equipment points the future direction for applied analysis. Capillary columns compared to packed resin columns yield sharper peaks due to less heat differences throughout the system, less turbulence mixing and less time for side reactions to complicate the process.

In 1984 (Jinno, 1984) a paper describing the mating of microscale HPLC with FTIR points up the advantages of this combination. Most detectors used for HPLC have been able to detect the presence or absence of a constituent as it comes through a column. By graphic representation of time vs the emergence of constituents one obtains a pattern which serves very well if the constituents are reasonably known, but where only the relative amounts are to be determined, in this case a known mixture is passed through the column and the resultant pattern establishes a basis for comparison with the unknown sample mixture. A "fingerprint" represented by the pattern is characteristic for the unknown and a library of such fingerprints can be used to match new samples against.

In Jinno's paper he suggests that if the output of the column is looked at by FTIR each time that a constituent comes through the column a great deal of additional information becomes available. This procedure has been used with GC for some time, but not with the miniaturized HPLC which has gotten popular recently. Solvents which are highly transparent in the IR range tend to be expensive, but the very low consumption using microscale HPLC effectively reduces the cost.

The possible use of GC on the volatile products produced by pyrolysis of impacted bacteria may well be suitable for detection and/or identification purposes. However, if the bacteria were impacted into a liquid lysing agent capable of disrupting the cell walls the resulting solution of bacterial constituents might well be productively treated by HPLC. Pyrolysis produces fragments products which must then be interpreted as to origin, whereas a direct solution retains the original molecules intact.

9.2 Applications of Chromatography

An outstanding textbook entitled Methods of Detection and Identification of Bacteria (Mitraka and Bonner 1976) discussed the subject of primary interest in our study in great detail but from a hospital clinical point of view. Aside from the fact that they are not concerned with great speed of identification, as we are, the material presented is essential to a proper understanding of our subject matter. In this book, analysis only begins after cultures
of the microbiologicals have been made so that the available sample is already species separated and of good concentration. However, the techniques described, in considerable detail, can be up-dated using equipment developed since the described work was done, which may well give similar results on far smaller samples.

The authors of this book use a variety of chromatographies including paper, thin-layer and gas chromatography. Over 30 pages are devoted to gas chromatography as applied to bacterial identification and they apply mass spectrometry to the emerging constituents to identify the effluents as they emerge from the column.

Another, more recent textbook, closely related to the present study is Microbiological Applications of Gas chromatography by D. B. Drucker (Drucker, 1981). This book contains 800 references and the authors found it necessary to restrict their discussion to only the commonly used methods. One whole chapter is devoted to methods of detecting microorganisms by gas-liquid chromatography. This text deals with a number of examples of bacterial detection other than in a clinical setting, such as in foods and in planetary exploration. Specific curves are shown from pyrolysis-GLC for a number of bacteria.

As was mentioned earlier with the example of FTIR, the information on the effluent has in recent years been greatly enhanced by new detectors capable of spectral analysis in addition to mere detection. A recent addition is the use of photodiode arrays as detectors for LC, (Borman, 1983) using dispersion of a laser passed through the effluent of an LC column, either by prism or grating. The spectrum is impinged on an array of many detectors (a series of light-sensitive elements etched on a silicon chip) each of minute dimensions, so that the whole spectrum is recorded at once. A complete spectrum can be stopped. This detector can be used with microbore HPLC as well as more conventional HPLC.

Mass spectrometers as used for detectors for GC have begun to take many forms. Theoretically mass spectrometry may be the best way to identify every fragment of a molecule and in the most minute amount, but it is very expensive, running into hundred of thousands of dollars. A number of simplified less expensive designs have been developed. A typical variation is the ion trap detector (ITD), developed specifically for GC (Stafford, 1983). This detector is very compact and has less critical mechanical parameters and works with less than 1 ng of constituent.

Many recent papers on GC describes applications to environmental studies. For example Isodorov (Isodorov, 1983) discusses GC/MS determinations of volatile organic matter in the Leningrad atmosphere. The details given are a description of typical GC/MS practice with results showing the great number of organic molecules we breathe every day, although no specifically bacterial information is included. Some applications to bacteria is however, given by Tunlid (Tunlid, 1983) in a paper which studies the
specific components of the bacterial cell wall using capillary GC and selected ion monitoring detection for several compounds. It is indicated that the described procedure may be capable of detecting $3 \times 10^9$ E. coli cells. The basis for their calculations include determining the D and L ratio of alanine in bacteria.

An interesting detection method, laser-induced fluorescence was applied by Diebold (Diebold, 1977) to analyze for the very poisonous aflatoxins at less than picogram levels after HPLC. Using a He-Cd ion laser focused on a droplet of the effluent as it emerges from a column he avoids problems of fluorescence from cell walls and detects femtogram levels of the aflatoxin.

A number of interesting papers have appeared using HPLC on separations involving proteins, peptides and polynucleotides, which are the basic molecular structures of bacteria. An early paper (Rittinghaus, 1980) presents HPLC for protein analysis as an alternative to gel-filtration or gel-electrophoresis. This worker presented basic parameters and also curves obtained in separating acidic, neutral and mildly basic proteins with molecular weights from 2000 to 80000 daltons. His separations required 6 minutes with a single column.

In a report by Regnier (Regnier, 1983) the separation of these biological constituents are discussed from the analytical requirements viewpoint. He elaborates the various chromatographies needed to separate these different classes of compounds. He includes in his discussion; size exclusion chromatography (SEC), ion exchange chromatography (IEC), reversed phase chromatography (RPC) and liquid affinity chromatography (LAC) at some length.

Chromatograms are often obtained after reacting proteins with a fluorescent marker which is used to detect the product after chromatography. Boykins (Boykins, 1982) describes the micro-analysis of amino acids after reacting with o-phthaldehyde in the presence of 2-mercaptoethanol. The automated instrument described produced routine analysis of amino acids at the picomole level.

A novel method of analyzing for trace organics in water uses gas chromatography with a pre-column consisting of a plastic tube called Nafion which allows water molecules to pass through, but retains the organics (Simmonds, 1979). The water sample is injected at one end of the set-up where it passes, first through the Nafion where it looses the water, then through the column and past an electron-capture detector to produce a GC curve.

9.3 Conclusions of Chromatography Techniques

It is clear that both gas and liquid chromatographies have been scaled down and perfected to a level whereby samples of aerosols impacted onto a surface which can be heated, such as a pyroprobe or other heatable surface, can be vaporized to produce sufficient product which can be identified by GC.
Hospital laboratories have used such techniques on larger samples for many years. Newer, more sensitive equipment can operate on much smaller samples. There are a great variety of new detectors giving considerable choice of properties which one may wish to select for purposes of detection and identification.

10. CELL SORTERS

The technique of flow cytometry has great potential for detecting and identifying bacteria and is in use now for a variety of cell measurements. The method uses the ability developed recently to make meaningful measurements at micro second speeds on cell-sized volumes with laser beams.

In the basic set-up a liquid sample containing particulates flows into a constricted tube which is in the center of and surrounded by a somewhat wider tube of clear, flowing liquid. The constricted tube terminates so that its contents flows down the wider tube but the surrounding clear fluid holds the particulates in the center by the nature of hydrodynamics. As the particles descend, they are hit by one or more laser beams and a variety of optical properties can be observed and utilized to acquire useful information about the particles.

In addition, the outer tube may be vibrated rapidly by being held against a piezoelectric crystal. The liquid emerges from the outlet of the outer tube, in the form of a stream of fine droplets due to this vibration. If desired, these droplets may pass charged plates which can divert those droplets which bear particles detected to have specific properties by the laser detectors. Thus if aerosol particles are impinged into a water carrier it would be possible to detect, separate and accumulate microbiologials from other detritus and accumulate them for further study.

An excellent instrumentation article on the flow cytometer and sorting has been written (Pinkel, 1982) by Pinkel of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Biological Sciences Division, based on work in that laboratory.

Work has been done with this approach for about 15 years and such instruments can now measure a number of parameters on several thousand particles per second and to make decisions about them and thus sort based on pre-selected properties. Measurements of fluorescence, both intrinsic and a result of a specific stain, fluorescence depolarization, phosphorescence, light scatter, absorbance, electric conductivity and capacitance are all possible.

Commercial manufacturers have made general-use flow cytometers, which are now in wide use, and many laboratories have built variations to suit individual needs and a textbook written on the subject (Melamed, Mullaney, Mendelsohn, 1979) gives many references.
10.1 Applications of Cell Sorting

An early paper by Bonner (Bonner, 1972) describes fluorescence activated cell sorting. Using an improved form of earlier-described equipment Bonner uses a set-up similar to that discussed in the previous section. Various body cells can be reacted so that only certain cells are tagged by such fluorescent compounds as fluorescein, acridine orange and quinacrine mustard. The device generates 40,000 drops per second and separates out 2000 cells per second.

The following year the same group (Hulett, 1973) extended their cell sorter so that they could sort by either different fluorescent intensities or light scattering characteristics or different combinations of these. Along with a description of the modified instrument they give biological and clinical applications. The described instrument used a neon laser to give signals to a scatter photodetector and an argon laser to activate a fluorescence detector. No bacterial applications were referred to.

In 1976 Cram and Salzman (Cram, 1976) at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Biophysics and Instrumentation Group described their instrumentation and applications in Chapter 13 of Developments in Industrial Microbiology. They illuminate the carrier cell with an argon-ion laser at the rate of 1000 cells per second. They call their instrument a flow microfluorimeter (FMF) as they use primarily fluorescent measurements and detect light scattered in up to 30 different angles simultaneously. They were able to detect infected vs non-infected cells by various viruses. No direct bacterial work was reported.

The following year (Horan, 1977) an informative review article was presented which both summarizes the stage of development of quantitative single cell analysis and sorting and also points forward to expected future developments which he anticipates. The article presents a clear description of each stage of the cell sorter and a detailed description of biological applications especially as they apply to DNA studies in connection with cancer and cancer therapy. He concludes by stating his expectation that the cell sorter will become as essential in research as the scintillation counter or the Autonalyzer.

Another report from the Los Alamos National Laboratory Group (Dovichi, 1983) described recent work on attogram \((10^{-18} \text{g})\) detection limits for aqueous dye samples using a modified flow cytometer and laser-induced fluorescence. This is a unique application which analyses fluorescence of a solution rather than a particle, using the flow cytometer as a convenient way of presenting microvolumes of liquid for fluorescence analysis.

Symposia on the subject of Pulse-Cytometry held in Belgium presented many discussions of equipment and applications from worldwide laboratories (Pulse-Cytometry, 1976, 1978).
A related method called the Coulter Counter has been used for bacterial applications particularly by clinicians in hospitals. This device, long used for various kinds of cell counting is quite different in principle from the cell sorter as described above. The Coulter Counter works on the principle that a partition with a small aperture separates a conductive fluid on both sides of the partition. As the fluid, bearing cells, flows through the aperture, a cell passing through, blocks from fraction of the opening. When this occurs the electrical conductivity from one side to the other is reduced in proportion to the size of the particle. Cells may be passed through at a fair rate so that many can be counted and "sized" rapidly (Smathers, 1975, Human, 1978, Alexander, 1981). This procedure has been used world-wide in hospitals to detect bacteria in urine where at the $10^5$/Cm level, over 90 percent of the tests agreed with more time-consuming standard procedures. Such applications go back to at least 1964 and are often reported in small company publications. Coulter Counter instrumentation has been continuously refined and 1984 instrument designs allow size range from 0.4-800 microns discrimination for one model and 0.003-3 microns for another model. The later model can be used to measure average particle sizes or molecular weight. Although these are sold only for particulates in water and the manufacturers state that it is not suitable for measurement of particles in an air medium, particies can be impinged from the air into water and can then be run through the Coulter Counter to obtain valuable information.

10.2 Conclusions of Cell Sorting Techniques

Aerosol particles impacted into water can probably be passed through a cell sorter to differentiate microbiologials from other particles and it may be possible to obtain some degree of classification.

It also may be possible to impact aerosols into a dye solution and subsequently to do cell sorting using fluorescence of the dye as a means of microbiological detection. As cell sorters are available widely from commercial sources it would seem to be an obvious approach to attempt microbiological detection in this way.

11. ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP) AND CHEMILUMINESCENCE

In search for specific molecular components of bacterial cells which could be tested for easily, and with great sensitivity, probably the brightest performer found has been adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Possibly the earliest report (Hinkkanen, 1960) mentions this compound, which, by virtue of a phosphorylating mechanism, enables energy to be stored and given up easily and is used for this purpose by all cells including bacteria.

In studies of the glow produced by fireflies it was found that the glow was produced by the enzyme luciferase acting on ATP. It was also found that magnesium was required to be present. In 1968 an assay for bacteria, using this reaction, was reported.
(Chappelle, 1968) and the details of the mechanism for the reaction was further elaborated in the following year (McElroy, 1969).

The use of catalytic reactions to produce chemiluminescence with constituents of cells was not new. Neufeld (Neufeld, 1965) at Fort Detrick and described the use of luminol in an alkaline medium, in the presence of peroxide, to detect iron porphyrin, a common cellular constituent, by the flash of light produced. He refers to a review of this subject earlier (White, 1961) and to subsequent work by a number of others on this reaction.

Oleniacz, Pisano and insolera (Oleniacz, 1967) after having completed work the previous year using luminol to react with bacteria, looked at other chemiluminescent compounds. They examined lucigenin, which had been reported in 1935, using this compound in alcali and peroxide. They found that extracts and intact cells of Serratia marcescens activated lucigenin, even without peroxide and alkali, but in alcoholic solvents. The bacterial stimulation of the glow produced was found to be increased if fluorescein was present.

In the same year Chappelle (Chappelle, 1967) working on extraterrestrial life detection, used the previously mentioned luciferase extracted from fireflies, but they extracted luciferase from the photobacteria Achromobacter fischeri and applied the product to detect flavin mononucleotide (FMN). The later compound is widely present in living matter and the authors refer to a review of the subject (Hastings, 1966a, 1966) involving these reactions. A linear relationship was found between light intensity produced and FMN concentration. Hastings provides a table showing FMN concentrations in bacteria, urine and blood.

11.1 Applications of ATP and Chemiluminescence

In the early 1970's papers and instruments began to appear in substantial numbers applying chemiluminescence to practical applications. In 1973 Owens (Owens, 1973) describes the application of the Luminescent Biometer (DuPont) to monitor bacteria in process water. As the Food and Drug Administration includes bacteria and an adulterant, the water quality is required to be continuously monitored. This paper describes the use of the ATP-luciferase reaction for quick monitoring.

The ATP procedure was extended by Kimmich (Kimmich, 1975) to ADP and AMP at picomole levels. As an instrument they utilized an unmodified scintillation detector. Their modifications included the use of calcium phosphate-arsenate extraction of firefly lanterns, low arsenate during the assay and pH 8.0. The sensitivity was said to be 5 times better than previously reported. The method was suitable for perchloric acid extracts of biological tissue including bacteria.

In the same year (Wettermark, 1975) the luciferase-ATP reaction was applied to ATP determinations in single cells down to subfemtomole quantities. Microtechniques were described including
photon counting with multichannel techniques. They used the microorganism Paramecium Peridinium and also microphages from the abdominal cavity of mice for their assay. These cells ranged from 0.07 to 2.5 ng dry mass.

As the problem of stability of reagents was always present, the matter was studied in 1977 by Spiegel (Spiegel, 1977). This was important especially if the procedure is to be automated and run unattended for a period of time. The author felt that 1 week stability was essential for such applications. At that time, 1976, it was found that prepared liquid reagent had a maximum usable life of 2 days unless stored in a refrigerator. By the 1980's, using better purified reagents, manufacturers claimed an extended lifetime for their reagents to exceed 1 week stability, and some published data has been available to substantiate these claims.

As recently as 1983 (Hinkkanen, 1983) papers continue to appear, and will probably continue, determining FAD content of bacteria with the peroxidized luminol reaction. This luminometric method is preferred over other techniques due to its ability to respond with subpicomole quantities, a substantially lower level then otherwise attainable.

11.2 Clinical Applications of ATP and Chemiluminescence

A great deal of attention, and thus many papers, has been devoted by hospital laboratories to the detection of bacteria, especially at the level considered to be "infection", about $10^5$ bacteria/ml in a variety of body fluids, especially urine and blood. The preferred method, aside from stains discussed later in this report, has been the detection of ATP. The approach used is clearly illustrated in an early paper on the subject by the Swedish investigator Thore (Thore, 1975). In body fluids one must differentiate between ATP in bacteria from ATP in other body cells. Therefore, the biological specimen is first mixed with a detergent, usually Triton-X-100, and an ATP destroying enzyme apyrase. This does not effect the ATP in the bacterial cells, but does eliminate the ATP from body cells which may be present. The next step is to run the ATP in the bacterial cells by boiling briefly in buffer to extract the ATP which is then submitted to luciferase assay. This procedure gives results well correlated with results of the same sample after culturing. The author suggests the procedure for screening urine for bacteria.

A paper critical of this approach appeared in the same year (Conn, 1975) entitled "Limits of Applicability of the Firefly Luminescence ATP Assay for the Detection of Bacteria in Clinical Specimens". The author felt that the limitations of this approach sharply curtailed its applicability due to various inhibitors found in urine. Only after bacteria had been separated from the rest of the specimen did the authors feel that the method would be useable. An interesting observation to explain previously reported good correlations with cultures was that leukocytes (white blood cells) present where infection existed were not destroyed in the
pre-treatment thus releasing their ATP along with the bacteria giving a measure which correlated with infection. Also, the range of ATP in various microbial organisms ran from 12 to 200, from S. epidermidis to E. coli. They made the point that in this doctoral thesis J.S. Ames successfully used ATP to study the effectiveness of antimicrobial materials by following change of ATP in cultures and that this was a legitimate usage.

Several comparative studies made at a later date have been reported. A typical report was presented by a Finnish investigator (Ruskonen, 1982) of a detailed study which showed that normal urines and those with infection had approximately the same level of leucocytes, and in neither case gave significantly higher ATP results. They also pointed out the value of negative results of a screening procedure. Positive results could be further investigated for identification purposes, but the work load was greatly reduced by the negative results.

11.3 Automated Methods of ATP and Chemiluminescence

Because of the great number of assays conducted by clinical laboratories there has always been a great interest in automating the procedure used. ATP determinations have not been neglected by such interests. An early report, contributed as a by product of space studies was described (Picciolo, 1971) in a bulletin from the Goddard Space Flight Center. A great deal of detailed information is given on construction of the manual instrument and its use, as well as data obtained and compared to other methods for a number of bacterial species. Automated equipment, called the "FLASH" is then described in detail but at the time of publication had not been put into use.

In 1974 a Swedish report (Ewetz, 1974) described a procedure adapted to the Auto Analyzer (a commercial set-up for many varieties of automatic analysis). This report applied Luminol to determine iron-organic compounds, many of which are present in bacteria, rather than ATP. Perborate was used in place of hydrogen peroxide, but otherwise it was a standard Luminol procedure. An interesting procedure was used to bypass difficulties from inorganic iron compounds which cause a very rapid glow, but one which dissipates rapidly. The iron-organics of biological origin reach a peak after 15 seconds, then slowly decay, at which time the glow from inorganics is gone. Readings are therefore taken after 15 seconds. Blood present in poorly sampled specimen gave false positive, but 99 percent of the urine samples with infection gave positive results. Seven percent of false positives occurred with other types of samples, however other standard procedures also give their percentage of false positive and negative results. The authors considered the procedure to be suitable for further evaluation as a mass screening technique.

Two years later an English report (Johnston, 1976) entitled "An Automated Test For Detection of Significant
Bacteruria" described an ATP procedure which was claimed to be more sensitive than a conventional culture using a standardized loop. Results were obtained in 30 minutes and were not effected by non-bacterial elements. The equipment used was a Technicon, similar to that in the previously described paper, which runs samples continuously. Urine specimen (95%) samples were run directly as received in a routine way. It was pointed out that the high cell counts in the absence of bacteria did not give false positives, which is an intrinsic property when alkaline Lumionol is used as mentioned in the previous paper.

An exceptionally simplified automated system using a moving tape on which all of the reactions are conducted was described in 1977 (Piccolo, 1977). The paper described the performance characteristics of a new instrument manufactured by the Vitrec Corporation of Alexandria, Virginia using the ATP reaction. Filter paper tape commercially available is used for sample processing and cellophane tape is used as a backing before adding reaction reagents. Automated hypodermic syringes are used for adding reagents and the published tables showed that good results could be obtained in 2 minutes from one ml of sample with $7 \times 10^5$ bacteria. The instrument appears to have excellent potential.

McWalter (McWalter, 1982) evaluated a commercially available semi-automated procedure using the ATP approach. The instrument was a Lumac Biocounter and they compared results from 2000 urine samples run by a routine method and the bioluminescent procedure. They catered to $10^4$-10^5 bacteria per ml as being the cut-off for bacterial infection. No false negative results were obtained. High false positive were obtained from maternity specimen, about 3 times as many as in the general population, due to the presence of high levels of Lactobacilli and diptheroids in the maternity group. They also mentioned the helpful nature of rapid negative results and its dependability.

An article which is almost exclusively an instrumental paper (Marino, 1981) entitled "A Microcomputer-controlled Intensified Diode Array Data Acquisition System for Chemiluminescence Spectra" was described. A 512 point spectrum of the flash of the chemiluminescent reaction from 200-840 nm was obtained in nanoseconds. Readings can be re-run to average them for better S/N ratios and background can be subtracted while obtaining the spectral plots.

Because manufacturers of photometers are anxious to popularize appropriate methods employing their equipment some of them issue excellent research. ATP measurements are particularly well researched such as the results published by Turner Designs of Mountain View, California, which issues bulletins of an informative nature on ATP reagents and procedures and points out means of avoiding pitfalls. For example Bulletin No. 202, February 1981, compares the use of glass and plastic tubes in which ATP reactions are carried out and finds that the decay rate
of the glow is almost double in glass vs plastic. Bulletin No. 204, August 1982, gives useful information on reagent preparation. The statement is made that reagent diluted for use on Monday will be 25-50% effective by Friday, which is still sufficiently effective to be useful.

11.4 Conclusions of ATP and Chemiluminescent Techniques

Bacterial detection has been widely practiced using chemiluminescent techniques, especially in the detection of ATP in a hospital setting. Among other advantages, the presence of ATP shows viable, or very recently viable, organisms to be present, and therefore is more significant than some other rapid bacterial tests.

For purposes of detection on aerosol particulates it would be necessary only to impact the aerosols from a few cubic meters or less of air into a presently available phosphorimeter and allow routine determination of ATP to proceed. Such a procedure, combined with automated equipment presently available should yield definitive results every few minutes, or at any desired interval. It is unlikely that great difficulty should be encountered.

12. MASS SPECTROMETRY

Mass spectrometry is a theoretically simple but instrumentally complex approach to the analysis of volatile molecules. It is capable of detecting and quantifying all of the molecules and fragments of molecules, basically by separating and detecting them by molecular weight.

Although the design and properties of mass spectrometers has proliferated in the past decade the basic concept is the same. The sample is passed as a vapor into an evacuated chamber where it is ionized and movement imparted to the molecules of vapor. As it passes through electric and/or magnetic fields the trajectory of each molecule depends on its mass and charge. A detector, or detectors, are positioned so that each of the separated streams of molecules, as determined by their mass/charge ratio, is impacted precisely at one detector.

A considerable body of literature exists devoted to the use of such instrumentation to analyze atmospheric particles as well as directly on bacteria in a variety of modes. Some mass spectrophotometry has been done on bacteria by pyrolyzing the whole cells and sending the vapors directly into the spectrometer, others first do chromatography on the vapors before analyzing each fraction, but all are capable of providing definitive information on the molecules present. Another variation uses so-called microprobe technology where a single cell can be placed under the microscope, vaporized with a laser and a mass spectrometric analysis of the resulting vapor is
achieved. A commercial instrument built for this purpose called LAWMA will be discussed later.

One drawback to the use of mass spectrometers as direct analyzers for natural samples is the enormous wealth of data which emerges. Everything present is recorded, so that any meaningful interpretation may be difficult. Therefore the technique is often coupled with a preliminary separation by gas chromatography, the so-called GC/MS which is widely used. This satisfies the needs for two types of analysis. Those who are primarily interested in chromatography achieve a greater knowledge of each fraction as it emerges, and those whose primary interest is in the mass spectrometry acquire a simpler spectra to interpret.

In 1973 a book was published titled "Techniques of Combined Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry", (McFadden, 1973). Clinicians have a special interest in GC/MS systems and a report on such systems was presented by Gochman (Gochman, 1979). Among other uses is the rapid identification of bacteria from their characteristic molecular fragments to give a definitive identification of the microorganism. Goshman refers also to previous work on this use (Burlingame, 1978). A number of commercial systems are described suitable for this application.

12.1 Applications of Mass Spectrometry

Among the earliest works to be reported on whole bacterial organisms analyzed by mass spectrometry after pyrolysis and gas chromatography is one described by Simmonds of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in connection with extraterrestrial life exploration (Simmonds, 1970). Recognizing that gas chromatography had already given "fingerprints" for bacteria (Reiner, 1965) Simmonds coupled the gas chromatograph to mass spectrometer and studied the results. He used micrococcus lutens and the common soil bacterium Bacillus subtilis var. niger, pyrolyzed at 500°C. He found that the products were primarily those obtained from pyrolysis of any proteins and carbohydrates. He identified 38 protein produced fragments, 15 produced from carbohydrates and about 15 from nucleic acids, lipids and porphyrin. These were based on a two second interval analysis during the elution of chromatographic peaks.

A direct insertion of bacteria into the mass spectrophotometer was described by Anblt (Anblt, 1975). He felt that under the conditions of the pyrolysis, temperatures obtained by direct insertion into an ion source as well as under the high vacuum, the products would not be subject to thermal degradation. His results on two pyrolyzed staphlococcus specimens showed a substantial different. On five gram-negative bacteria spectra were more similar, still, specific differences could be seen. In working with cross-sections of bacterial types he concluded that different taxonometric
classifications gave significantly different spectra but species
differences could only be defined by differences in the relative
amounts of the molecules present.

Applications to aerosol particles have been given some
attention. An interesting approach was described by Schulten
(Schulten, 1975) who impacted aerosols directly into the field-
emitter, which he then placed into the mass spectrometer. This
provided a simple and rapid technique for aerosol analysis. Both
inorganic and organic constituents could be identified. The
instrument used was a field desorption mass spectrometer (FD-
MS). This technique has been previously described by Schulten in
1973 in an application to deoxyribonucleic acid. It is
interesting that the author found no particulates which had both
inorganic and organic matter.

Schultz (Schultz, 1974) has described studies of
airborne particulates and associated them with possible pollution
sources, as did Voorhees (Voorhees, 1981) at a later date.
Voorhees pyrolyzed samples at 450°C directly into a mass
spectrometer. By combining the data obtained with pattern
recognition procedures in some cases classification was
possible, as well as characterization of a variety of complex
molecules. Bacteria were not specifically addressed.

In a study at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in an
attempt to do mass spectrometry on single particles in the micron
range, Sinha (Sinha, 1982) set up studies on PAMS (particle
analysis by mass spectrometry). This work stemmed from an
earlier work by Davis (Davis, 1977) who used a needle valve to
impinge a jet onto a hole 0.05-0.07 nm in diameter which allowed
single particles to impinge on a rhenium ribbon filament. The
heated filament produced surface ionization the ions of which
then passed into a mass spectrophotometer. Some of the
parameters during this work were not well controlled. Sinha
repeated this work but with increased control, with the result
that he could do real-time continuous spectrometry on
experimentally generated aerosols. Most of the described work
dealt with inorganic particles.

In addition to GC application, liquid chromatography
(LC) has also been coupled to mass spectrometry. An interesting
review of recent developments in this field (Science Editor,
1983) has described how these techniques can be successfully
coupled. Many molecules cannot be handled successfully by GC
and are better managed by LC, although the subsequent mass
spectrometry is not as easy as with GC. The liquid may be
sprayed into a chamber with a nozzle leading to the mass
spectrometer inlet or onto a heated belt which passes into the
ionization chamber and is then suitable for "soft-ionization"
discussed below.
12.2 Instrumentation Used in Mass Spectrometry

Mass spectrometry has been in use for a long time and is an established approach to the analysis of volatile compounds. However, in recent years a great interest has developed in biological molecules of poor volatility and of difficult identification after fragmentation. To meet this new interest many instruments and methods have been devised to reduce these fragmentation problems under the general title of "soft ionization". A symposium held in London in 1980 on advances in soft ionization mass spectrometry was summarized in a book by Morris (Morris, 1981). All of the modern MS methods discussed concerned biopolymers such as proteins and other bioorganics in submicrogram quantities.

In a book entitled Analytical Problems (Bahr, 1981), a large section (35 pages) is devoted to different instrumental approaches to mass spectrometry. Described are gas discharge mass spectrometry, plasma ionization mass spectrometry (PIMS), field desorption mass spectrometry (FDMS), and a short section on directly sampled natural aerosols.

Several review articles on molecular secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) described this surface technique (Day, 1980), Scheifers, 1982), Laxhuber, 1983). SIMS is used for a wide variety of nonvolatile and thermally fragile molecules, especially biochemicals, organics and organometallic compounds.

The article by Scheifers particularly goes into the details in a clear, well illustrated description. In this technique an ion gun shoots primary ions onto the surface bearing the sample. Secondary ions released from the surface are then sent to the mass spectrometer. The method has been used on paper chromatograms and directly on plant surfaces, an example being shown of a fungus spectrogram. Applications to biological and environmental samples are well documented. Alkaloids, vitamins and nucleosides have been reported. It is expected that this technique will continue to develop.

An instrumental technique called the ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer has been improved and described recently in a paper by Kemper (Kemper, 1983). This instrument is more rugged and simpler than earlier mass spectrometers. It attempts to separate regions of ion formation and reaction from each other and thus is more selective. A greatly simplified explanation of ion cyclotron (ICR) is that it causes a spiral movement of ions to intersect a conductor causing a current to flow proportional to the ion flux intersecting the conductor. By expanding the spiral the resulting change in current recorded provides a spectrogram. The device has the advantage of being extremely sensitive, fast and inexpensive. At this time however it has been applied in a limited manner, primarily for basic theoretical studies, but its use will undoubtedly be further extended.
A special instrument referred to earlier, the laser microprobe mass analyzer (LAMMA) is especially suited for small particle analysis. In essence, it couples a laser for vaporization with a microscope for locating the specimen and a mass spectrometer. It is an ideal way to identify bacteria findable by a microscope and indeed this has been reported (Seydel, 1981). The Bureau of Standard has used this device and has issued a special bulletin (NBS Special Publication #533, 1980) entitled "Laser Microprobe Mass Analyzer-Lamna in Particle Analysis". This instrument is sold at this time only by the Leybold-Heraeus company at Export, Pennsylvania and a large bibliography is available on the subject from this manufacturer.

The basic principles of the instrument has been elaborated, along with some performance characteristics by Denoyer (Denoyer, 1982) and some applications to studies of molecular structure by Hercules (Hercules, 1982). The ability to analyze a single cell or even a portion of the cell makes the instrument unique for sample size requirements especially among surface analysis techniques.

A study of particulate matter in air was reported by Surkyn (Surkyn, 1983) recently for both organic and inorganic constituents. The study of individual particles, done in several areas of the world showed that the sources of the particles could be identified based on their composition.

Biomedical polymers using positive and negative ion mass spectra have been reported (Gardella, 1980, Graham, 1982) using the LAMMA. The literature using this instrument is substantial, only a small proportion has been mentioned.

12.3 Conclusions of Mass Spectrometry Techniques

Mass spectrometry can be useful in detection and identification of microbiological aerosols in any of several ways. It would be possible to impact the particulates onto a small surface which would then be looked at by the SIMS procedure for surfaces described earlier.

Samples may be accumulated into a receiver enclosed in a mass spectrometer then periodically vaporized and run directly or first passed through a gas chromatographic column and a mass spectrographic curve run on each fraction as it emerges.

As far as the LAMMA instrument goes the possibility of automating the sample handling in a meaningful way would seem to be difficult. However, because one can obtain mass spectral data from single cells it would seem to be an ideal research instrument for the accumulation of a library of spectra usable to make the above two approaches most meaningful.
13. POLARIZED LIGHT

It is well established since the early 1800's that certain atomic architecture, where carbon atoms have four different structures attached, are capable of rotating light in one direction or another. Furthermore, it is also well known that living organisms produce only those forms of molecules which rotate light to the left. It would therefore be reasonable to suppose that bacterial detection might be accomplished by observing the presence or absence of this rotatory ability.

Because polarized light vibrates undirectionally it is well suited to measurement of optical rotation. Furthermore polarized light is capable of vibrating in a plane whose angle can be measured, or in a circular direction, right or left. The whole spectrum of wavelengths can be used and either of the above modes so that a variety of spectral studies are possible. For each it is possible to show a spectral curve containing useful but different shapes which can serve as fingerprints for identification.

An early text on the subject, (actually the proceedings of a NATO summer school at Bonn, September, 1965), gives an excellent discussion of optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) and circular dichroism (CD), (Snatzke, 1965). These, along with UV spectral curves provide the organic chemist considerable structural information and considerable related work has been published.

As with all techniques the methods developed most rapidly when convenient instruments are designed and become easily available. A book on instrumentation titled "Polarization Interferometers", (Francon, 1971) published in Paris, France helped considerably by describing applications in microscopy.

By 1973 some work had begun to appear on applications to bacterial identification (Torten, 1973). The authors used five different species of bacteria and presented spectral curves of UV absorption from 185-310 nm as well as circular dichroism curves (CD) across the same range. In the latter case circularly polarized light is measured at each wavelength as the difference in absorption of right and left circularly polarized light as the angular rotation changes. The result may be positive or negative depending on which is the preferred absorbance. The CD curves were seen to be quite different and the UV curves were somewhat different so that these five species could clearly be differentiated. The concentration of bacteria was $10^8-10^9$ cells per mi. The light patch was 1.0 mm and measurement was done in a Cary model 60 spectropolarimeter. When plane polarized light is scanned across the spectrum an optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) curve is obtained. ORD and CD curves together provide a good informative data base often used for optically active molecules. These are well described by Morris (Morris, 1978) in a chapter on carbohydrate metabolism. As carbohydrates enter to
A recent paper that was particularly suited to our study, with the title "Rapid Identification of Microorganisms by Circular Intensity Differential Scattering" is reported by Los Alamos workers (Salzman, 1982). They made a scan of the differential scattering of left and right circularly polarized light (CIDS) measured at 90°. The scan took 4 minutes on a slightly modified recording spectropolarimeter. In their discussion they state that either intact bacterial cells or virus suspensions provide a unique signature to identify the microorganisms. The virus signals were 10 times stronger than those from bacteria. They claim that DNA contributes significantly to the signal although other factors do not enter into the overall effect. At the stage of instrument development of the report sensitivity was not adequate for concentrations normally found in body fluids but further work was being carried on.

An illustration of the practical use of the technique of circular dichroism is given in a paper describing its use to detect the drug Heroin (Bowen, 1982). It was found possible to take a sample directly without chemical separation. The author compares the technique favourably with mass spectrometry or gas chromatography. They make their measurements at 253 nm in an alkaline solution and have the completed results in 20 minutes.

13.1 Conclusions of Polarized Light Techniques

At this stage of development one can not expect to apply circular dichroism or its related rotational techniques to aerosols to detect microorganisms due to the present lack of sensitivity.

However, should instrumentation be developed specifically for small samples with increased sensitivity it is theoretically a direct and logical approach.

It is particularly interesting for virus detection as the measurements respond to DNA unusually strongly, 10 times more than for bacterial contents.

14. STAINS

The reaction of various proteinaceous structures with dye materials has been used for a long time particularly in cellular studies done under the microscope. Bacterial cells have long been identified and divided into Gram positive and negative types by appropriate stains on microscope slides. Dyes capable of fluorescence added specificity, where certain structures reacted with the fluorescent dye could be pin-pointed among non-reactive materials. The history of stains has always been intimately tied to microorganism detection and identification.
An early report of direct interest to our project was given by Pital (Pital, 1966) of Fort Detrick, Frederick, Maryland. In this work Pital concerned himself with the possibility of using fluorescent dye labelling of microorganisms with a view to detection under extraterrestrial conditions. He reacted the sample with the dye fluorescein isothiocyanate which stained protein, but was easily washed from non-protein matter. Previously, reactions involving specific antibody stains had been reported, but the investigated dye was chosen because it was rapid and non-specific. He cites two possible sources for false positives. If self-fluorescent materials are present or if some non-positive materials might unexpectedly give fluorescence an error may occur. However, the first problem can easily be bypassed by running a sample blank and the second can be studied as its real significance.

Many workers have applied a variety of fluorescent dyes since then. A particularly good one, O-phthalaldehyde was reported by the Swiss chemist Roth (Roth, 1971). He reported that in alkaline solutions, when mixed with a reducing agent such as 2-mercaptoethanol and any amino acid, strongly fluorescent compounds were produced, especially at 340 and 455 nm. Nanomole quantities could be detected in 5 minutes after adding reagents. He compared this dye with ninhydrin, a frequently used stain, but found O-phthalaldehyde to be much better.

Experiments to investigate specific structural sites pushed fluorescent markers still further. Kanaoka (Kanaoka, 1973, working in Tokyo, was interested in the sulfur bearing amino acids in proteins and reported on N-(O-Anilinonaphthyl-4-) maleimide (ANM) which had the interesting property that it was not fluorescent itself but produced a strongly fluorescent product with sulfur groups in amino acids but not with non-sulfur amino acids. Because ANM was fairly stable at room temperature in solutions he expected it to become a useful reagent.

As time progressed some earlier reported work was investigated for shortcomings and possible improvements. In 1975 O-phthalaldehyde referred to earlier, which was found to be poor for primary amines was re-worked by Benson (Benson, 1975). This worker reported that by increasing the reducing agent 2-mercaptoethanol by a factor of 10 and adding a more suitable buffer, most of the shortcomings were overcome while retaining its high sensitivity. He claims that picomole amounts of amino acids, peptides and proteins could be easily detected.

The existence of the newer stains did not seem to deter some workers from publishing papers using old stains. Lewis (Lewis, 1976) evaluated the Gram stain as applied to smears from urine and arrived, not unexpectedly, to the conclusion that smears on centrifugal samples stained by this technique correlated well with cultures.
One of the dye stains in use, Bromosulphothalein (BSP) was looked at (Wallace, 1978) from a different point of view. If the protein molecule reacts with a sufficient number of dye molecules it can be measured by light scatter due to the insolubility of the complex. However, it was found that collagen does not react with sufficient dye to make it insoluble. Therefore it scatters very little light. As collagen is often used in media it is a useful technique to test for protein without interference from collagen. Light scatter techniques after dye addition became popular in hospital urine analysis and automated analyzers used this method. In the 1980's (Jenkins, 1980) a paper titled "Rapid Semi-automated Screening and Processing of Urine Specimens" compared a number of methods in use.

Another popular stain, acridine orange, was looked at for the detection of microorganisms in blood (McCarty, 1980). With this dye it was found that microorganisms were detected that were often not detected after 1 days incubation in a culture, and therefore was a rapid inexpensive alternative to older culturing techniques.

Wallis (Wallis, 1981) used the dye safranine in a very efficient rapid test, to determine if bacteria were more or less than $10^6$ per ml. The test could be done in one minute using 1 ml of urine. The 1 ml sample is passed through a paper filter, the safranine dye is passed through, and then a decolorizer is passed through. If the filter paper is pink there is a bacterial infection. It was interesting that patients taking antibiotics, but still giving positive tests truly had bacteria present, but cultures made at the same time were negative due to the inhibitory effect on growth by the antibiotic present.

Two papers published by Paul (Paul, 1982, 1982a) both deal with Hoechst produced dyes, #33258 and #33342. Both of these are specific for DNA and were used to count bacteria directly in natural waters by the fluorescence produced. These dyes are proposed to replace acridine orange, which, in natural present. The proposed dyes, it is claimed, bypass this difficulty.

14.1 Conclusions of Staining Techniques

Staining bacteria to detect and identify them is a time honored practice. If aerosol particulates are impacted onto a surface they can doubtless be usefully detected and can be available for identification.

With pattern recognition techniques, applied after staining, it should be possible to automate a one minute detector. The chemistry and microbiological interpretation is well established at this time.
15. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

As a result of the library work required in the contract, some experimental work of an exploratory nature was suggested and performed to evaluate the feasibility of leads developed which were new and sufficiently simple for possible field use. The two sets of experiments are described here.

15.1 Photoacoustic and Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy

Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) discussed earlier is a technique for obtaining a spectral curve similar to an absorption curve but using much less material than needed for absorption. It is used to examine the composition of surfaces. If microbiologicals are impacted onto a surface, they become amenable to this technique, which might then serve as a means of detection. A complimentary technique, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) also previously described is used for the same purpose and is done with similar equipment, therefore both techniques were used and compared in our experiments.

Briefly, in photoacoustic measurements, the sample to be examined is placed inside an enclosure with a cover transparent to the wavelengths to be studied. The sample is enclosed in a small volume of any gas or air with a microphone or a piezoelectric detector to serve as a microphone. The whole chamber is usually mounted in a spectrophotometer which serves to provide illumination of narrow wavelength range to illuminate the sample. This incident light is chopped or modulated at audio frequency, which is required for microphone or piezoelectric detection. As the spectrophotometer scans across its range of wavelengths illuminating the sample, the sample absorbs those wavelengths which are characteristic of it, heating the gas above it, changing its pressure which is sensed by the microphone. The output of the microphone is scanned at the same rate that the spectrum is scanned and the result is a spectrogram for the sample which is essentially identical to an absorption curve. These peaks on the curves can be compared to the extensive literature on absorption curves.

The diffuse reflectance technique uses the same spectrophotometer set-up except that the sample is not enclosed and the microphone is replaced with a photodetector. This technique has been in use for a long time but instrumental improvements have occurred over the years. The curves produced appear inverted relative to the photoacoustic curves because reflected light is reduced when the sample absorbs more, whereas with photoacoustics the response increases. However, the information is nearly the same, the diffuse reflectance responses being somewhat greater. It should be noted that the graphs bear the notation transmittance on the ordinate but they are in reality reflectance measurements.
Both techniques were applied over two wavelength ranges: 200-2600 nm (0.2-2.6 μm) and 4000-500 cm⁻¹ (2.5-20 μm), which covers from UV into IR.

The curves were normalized to a standard material in both cases. For photoacoustics (PAS) the spectra were referenced to carbon black for all readings. For diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) the IR curves were referenced to KCl but for the UV-Visible - Near-IR, the samples were referenced to the appropriate blanks. All IR was done as Fourier transform IR (FTIR).

15.1.1 Experimental Design

The investigation of the photoacoustic and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was conducted using the materials indicated here.

All substances were placed on Whatman glass microphore filters with 2.1 cm diatmeter. The organism, Lyophilized Bacillus subtilis var niger spores, was used. For a chemical 0.1% detergent, Zwittergent, said to be able to dissolve cell walls, was used. This was 0.1% Acridine Orange in ammonium acetate adjusted to pH 4.

15.1.2 Equipment and Parameters

The equipment used in the photoacoustic and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy equipment is indicated here.

- **FTIR-PAS**: IBM 9195 FTIR spectrometer
  - Princeton Applied Research 6003 photoacoustic cell and peripheral electronics.
  - mirror velocity: 0.059 cm/sec
  - resolution: 8/cm
  - number of scans: 128
  - all spectra referenced to carbon black unless otherwise noted.

- **FTIR-DRS**: IBM 9195 FTIR spectrometer
  - Harrick Scientific Model DRA-2CN DRS Attachment.
  - mirror velocity: 0.396 cm/sec
  - resolution: 4/cm
  - number of scans: 128
  - detector: LN2 cooled MCT
  - All spectra referenced to KCl
UV-VIS-NIR PAS: PAR 6001 photoacoustic spectrometer equipped with PAR 6003 PAS cell.

- modulation frequency: 20 Hz
- resolution: 8 nm in UV-VIS, 32 nm in NIR
- number of scans: 1 scan at 100 nm/min
- All spectra referenced to carbon black.

UV-VIS-NIR DRS: PAR 6001 spectrophotometer equipped with specially built DRS attachment (see Rohl, 1982 for description).

- modulation frequency: 20 Hz
- resolution: 8 nm in UV-VIS, 32 nm in NIR
- number of scans: 1 scan at 100 nm/min
- Spectra referenced as indicated on individual plots.

15.1.3 Experiment Procedures

The experiments were set up in 5 batches as follows:

- **BATCH 1**

  Blank paper
  Bacillus 100 ng
  Bacillus 1 ug

  The bacillus (Bacillus subtilis var niger lyophilized spores) was a fine powder and was placed onto the filter paper with a small spatula and then smeared across the filter paper disc. The weight is a visual estimate based on previous experience and is only to be considered nominal.

- **BATCH 2**

  H₂O Blank
  H₂O plus bacillus 10 ng
  H₂O plus bacillus 100 ng
  H₂O plus bacillus 1 ug

  The second batch was intended to be a possible way of spreading the bacillus more uniformly than in the first batch. The bacillus was mixed with 0.2 ml H₂O stirred, then poured onto the filter paper held in a small funnel.

- **BATCH 3**

  Detergent Blank
  Detergent and bacillus 100 ng
  Detergent and bacillus 1 ug
The third batch was prepared like the second batch except that the water contained a detergent. The thought was that if cell walls could be dissolved the cell contents would be more accessible to the measurements.

**BATCH 4**

Dye Blank  
Dye plus bacillus 10 ng  
Dye plus bacillus 100 ng  
Dye plus bacillus 1 ng  

The fourth batch was based on the idea that if the cells were stained they might give a more sensitive response to the two techniques employed.

**BATCH 5**

The fifth batch was a repeat of Batch 1 intended as an indication of reproducibility.

After the samples were prepared it was found necessary to cut the filter paper carriers down to 12 mm diameter to fit into the instrument. The spectrometric measurements were done at the Paul M. Gross Chemical Laboratory, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina under the supervision of Professor C.H. Lochmuller.

After the curves were obtained some data manipulation was performed. For all of the FTIR data by PAS, sample curves were divided by the blank curve data. For all of the UV-Visible-Near IR by PAS, blanks were subtracted from samples and for the UV-Visible-Near IR by DRS, samples were divided by blanks. The purpose of these manipulations was to bring out significant features and were limited to the above by the nature of the data.

### 15.1.4 Results

The graphs presented for samples are almost all based on the comparison of 100 ng of bacillus subtilis. Interpreting spectral data requires an understanding and expectation for what might be present, as the possibilities for interpreting any given peak are many. Even when one is working a purified single compound, care must be exercised not to over interpret a single peak or even a few. Therefore, in this section it will suffice to indicate what lines and peaks were found. The later Discussion will attempt to interpret them.

In Figure 1 and 2, for dry paper and bacteria, the curve with the bacteria shows a peak at 3260 cm\(^{-1}\) which is 30 units above a baseline at 4000 cm\(^{-1}\). Both curves have a near zero baseline in the range 3750-4000 cm\(^{-1}\). There is a medium-sized double peak centered around 2937 cm\(^{-1}\). The sample has a
peak at 1630 cm\(^{-1}\) on a sharply rising slope. The blank also has a small peak at this point. When the bacterial curve is divided by the paper blank in Figure 13 a sharp peak is seen at 1630 cm\(^{-1}\) and two large bands at 2937 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3255 cm\(^{-1}\).

Results with the water blank and detergent experiment were similar to the dry sample Figures 3 and 4 vs. Figure 1 and 2. Thus, the photoacoustic (PAS) experiment in the IR range can be said to show three potential peaks in the 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) range. From 500 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) the paper blank absorption is so high that any contribution by bacteria would have been obscured.

Looking at the UV-visible with PAS there is a peak at 300 nm which is clearly visible in Figure 26 and 27 and in the difference Figure 36. All of the other experiments with H\(_2\)O and detergent are repeats of a similar curve except in the case of the dyed sample which contains an additional peak at just below 600 nm. All curves show a low flat base line from 800 nm to 2200 nm and beyond. We can conclude from the above that PAS shows only one strong peak in the UV at a little below 300 nm.

As regards the diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), which presents itself in an inverted form compared to PAS, with peaks pointing down, the IR range, Figures 16 and 17 show a clear set of peaks at about 3300 cm\(^{-1}\) and at 2900 cm\(^{-1}\). The blank rises to a maximum at 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) and also remains high. All of the other curves in the 500-4000 cm\(^{-1}\) range were similar.

The UV-visible range done by DRS showed only the same peak at approximately 300 nm as was seen by PAS, except that the dye sample, Figure 45 showed a peak near 500 nm. Thus the DRS showed three peaks in the UV for the bacterial samples at about the same locations as was seen for the PAS.

15.1.5 Discussion

The objectives of the study were threefold. First, to determine whether these techniques could differentiate blanks from samples at some practical level (nanogram range). The answer to this was apparently yes for the given sample. Secondly, to see if specific lines or bands could be identified. Four were found. Third, to compare the two techniques to see if one was clearly better than the other. As the instrumental set-ups used the same intensity of light source and the same samples, it was an unusual chance to make comparability studies. The results showed them to be comparable in producing needed measurements. However, the device required for DRS was simpler than the PAS cell and therefore has an edge for further development.

What do the peaks we observed tell us as they relate to reported IR curves? In the literature on UV-Visible spectra relating to proteins, it is stated that "once you have seen one
protein curve you have seen them all". They all have a peak at 280 nm which is their main and almost only feature. This agrees with the one peak we found in our sample in the UV. In the IR the two peaks at our near 3000 cm\(^{-1}\) are known to be characteristic of amines which is an essential part of the structure of proteins. At 1640 cm\(^{-1}\) many ketones have peaks as well as do other structures.

15.1.6 Conclusions

It can be seen from the curves that the results obtained using the equivalent of directly impacted particles on a paper strip do not require any of the pre-treatments investigated, using either PAS or DRS.

The study, which ranged from 0.2 m in the ultraviolet to 20 m in the infrared found 4 peaks which discriminated the microbiological specimen from the glass-fiber paper.

However, two of the peaks in the infrared near 3000 cm\(^{-1}\) are in the same range as is published for ammonium sulfate which is the most likely molecule to be found in atmospheric particulates. This is not true for the peak at 0.25 m (1600 cm\(^{-1}\) ) in the IR or the one at 0.28 m (35,715 cm\(^{-1}\) ) in the UV. For the purpose of designing a detector, a choice between these two wavelengths would favor the one in the UV because the light source and the optics would be simpler. Furthermore, choosing between PAS and DRS, there would be a preference for DRS, as it also requires simpler equipment.

The information developed here is suggestive. It should be further developed using specimens of blanks, simulants actually impacted onto paper and likely materials normally found in aerosol particulates. Should these additional experiments confirm the applicability of this technique, a simple device can be easily designed.

Such a device would take the following form:

A small vacuum pump would suck a few cubic meters of air through an impactor to selectively impact 0.5-5 m particles onto a strip of paper about 1 cm wide. The strip would then rotate into a dark chamber where the area impacted would then be illuminated by a source of UV. The reflected light would be passed through two filters to select light at 280 nm and 800 nm and their intensities compared. The difference would be proportional to the protein concentration. Both bacteria and virus should give positive results.

We can conclude that our sample of bacteria was detectable on glass fiber paper by either of the above methods. We have not established what might also give positive results. The most likely contaminant in particulates in the size range bacteria occur in air is ammonium sulfate. This does have a
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Figure 8: FTIR-ATR of 1.8 dye blank and 100 ng protein A
Figure 10  FTIR-PAS of protein A 100 ng (set #5)
Figure 14 FTIR-PAS duplicate 100 ng A/dye blank
Figure 15  FTIR-PAS (sample #19)/(sample #18)
Figure 18 FTIR-DRS of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ blank
Figure 19  FTIR-DRS of H₂O blank and protein A 100 ng
Figure 22 FTIR-DRS of 1% dye blank
Figure 24 FTIR-DRS of blank paper (set #6)
Figure 33 UV-VIS-NIR PAS of 1% dye blank and 100 mg protein A
Figure 38  UV-VIS-NIR PAS 100 ng A detergent blank
Figure 43  UV-VIS-NIR DRS of H₂O blank and protein A 100 ng 100 ng A/water blank
Figure 45 UV-VIS-NIR DFS of 18 dye blank and 100 ng protein A 100 ng A/dye blank
Figure 46 UV-VIS-NIR DRS of protein A 100 ng duplicate 100 ng A/paper blank
strong absorption in the 300 cm\(^{-1}\) region but not in the 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) in the IR, or 280 nm in the UV. Therefore, these two wavelengths remain the most likely for further investigation.

15.2 Piezoelectric Detection

A study was made to detect hydrogen sulfide (H\(_2\)S) and ammonia (NH\(_3\)) in the gas produced by pyrolysis of bacteria using a silver acetate (AgC\(_2\)H\(_3\)O\(_2\)) coated crystal and a chlorobenzoic acid coated crystal respectively. The set-up used was the simplest possible arrangement including a 5 inch glass tube with 1/4" ID to serve as sample carrier, connected at both ends with tygon tubing. A stopcock was attached at one end and the detector attached to the other. The sample was heated, the stopcock was opened, and air pulled through by the detector pump, swept the gases produced over the coated crystal in the detector. When the H\(_2\)S detector crystal was in place any H\(_2\)S in the gas produced a decrease in the weight of the coating probably due to a loss of acetic acid which is produced and was greater than any increase caused by water absorbed by the crystal. The net effect of increase in frequency of vibration in the presence of H\(_2\)S showed that it was a feasible detector for H\(_2\)S.

The NH\(_3\) detector showed a gain in weight for both NH\(_3\) and H\(_2\)O and therefore would be impractical to use as a detector without additional stages to remove water. Water removal would be perfectly feasible but would add somewhat to the complexity of the set-up.

15.2.1 Purpose

The purpose of the piezoelectric detection experiment was to extend basic information previously obtained by experiments at University of New Orleans during the period May 25-27, 1983. It was found in New Orleans that bacteria, when ignited, yielded H\(_2\)S and possibly ammonia which could be detected by absorption on coated piezoelectric crystals causing a change in vibration frequency. The significance of temperature, time, and the effect of H\(_2\)O (formed when bacteria are ignited) required investigation.

15.2.2 Coatings and Their Mode of Behaviour

Some coatings were prepared in advance, others were made as needed. Although it became simpler after some practice, the first few were done poorly. It was found that thin coating followed by drying over a hot surface and repeating this process 2 or 3 times gave good results. The coating for NH\(_3\) detection was chlorobenzoic acid dissolved in water, about .1 g in 5 cc of water. For H\(_2\)S silver acetate was used in the same proportions except that .1 M nitric acid replaced the water. A micro droplet was placed on each side, on the gold electrode resting on the crystal surface. The droplet was dried over a hot surface (a soldiering iron was used). This was repeated two more times.
The reaction between the $\text{H}_2\text{S}$ and the silver acetate ($\text{AgC}_2\text{H}_3\text{O}_2$) is probably as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}_2\text{S} + 2 \text{AgC}_2\text{H}_3\text{O}_2 & \xrightarrow{} \text{Ag}_2\text{S} + 2 \text{CH}_3\text{COOH} \\
34 & \quad 333.8 & \quad 247.8 & \quad 120
\end{align*}
\]

The numbers represent molecular weights. Before the $\text{H}_2\text{S}$ is passed over the electrode $\text{AgC}_2\text{H}_3\text{O}_2$ is the coating on it. After the reaction the acetic acid ($\text{CH}_3\text{COOH}$) evaporates and only silver sulfide ($\text{Ag}_2\text{S}$) is left. As a consequence the mass represented by 333.8 is replaced by 247.8 i.e. a net loss in mass occurs and the vibration frequency is increased. It must be noted that the reaction is only in one direction, leading to the loss of the product. As a result the coating is consumed, and therefore, must be recoated or replaced once it has reacted with sufficient $\text{H}_2\text{S}$. However, in its intended use, if it has detected a significant influx of bacteria and emitted its warning, it would be demanding attention and would presumably have served its purpose. In any case then be re-set with a replacement coated-crystal easily.

Reversible coatings for $\text{H}_2\text{S}$ have been reported, for example one made from the soot produced by igniting chlorobenzoic acid, which is then extracted with acetone. Other coatings also have been reported, but have not tried any of them.

The $\text{NH}_3$ sensitive crystal, coated with chlorobenzoic acid, is however, reversible. It's reaction produces a loosely bound complex which adds to the mass on the coated-crystal, lowering its frequency of vibration.

Both of these coatings were used because they were provided by the vendor of the detector.

A good coating amount is one which changes the frequency by about 5,000 cycles/sec. The unloaded crystals were cut to vibrate at about 9 MHz cycles but only the 4 least significant digits were visible on the digital readout.

15.2.3 Experimental Procedures

The experimental set-up was very simple. A glass tube about 5 inches long and 1/4" I.D. was used to hold the bacteria sample (bacillus subtilis var niger, lyophilized spores) which was inserted by a narrow spatula to the middle of the tube. The sample tube was connected with tygon tubing, at one end to a stopcock and at the other end to the inlet of the detector.

The detector (a commercial device) consisted of a small pump, pulling about 100 cc/minute of air across the surface of the piezoelectric coated-crystal; the crystal; and a digital readout showing the right-most 4 digits of the vibrational frequency of the crystal. When the above-mentioned stopcock was opened, the air path was thru the sample tube, over the detector.
The procedure was to place a small sample (upper nanogram range) into the sample tube, close the stopcock, record the reading, heat the tube at the location of the sample for a chosen number of seconds; using a blow torch, remove the heat, open the stopcock to air and start recording the reading every minute or two until the readings stopped changing.

15.2.3.1 Experiments to Detect \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \)

1) A small sample (we had no way to measure sample size, but all samples were probably below 1 microgram) was placed into the sample tube and run as above. Heat was for 5 seconds and, as the tube glowed red, the temperature attained was assumed to be 800°C. It was found that the readings required 10-14 minutes to reach a maximum after which it declined slightly. The reading increased about 400 counts.

2) A blank was run as above with no sample. The reading showed a decrease of 50 counts after about 10 minutes, which on further counting to 20 minutes was restored to its original reading.

3) A small sample as in experiment 1 was run with similar results and an increase in 12-16 minutes of about 1200 counts.

4) Another blank was run with a decrease of 200 counts.

5) Another small sample was run, heating for 10 seconds. The increase in count was 300. At this point it was clear that the coating was blackened. Therefore, a fresh coating was prepared on a new crystal for the following runs.

6) This run used a sample about 3 times larger than the previous ones. This time the detector started to change rapidly and increased about 2200 counts within 2 seconds after opening the stopcock. It attained a maximum in about 10 minutes but only added an additional 300 counts. However, the coating had turned black with this one use.

7) Using a newly coated crystal small amount of water was used in place of the sample. The amount of water was a good deal greater than the sample size of the bacteria. The count declined by about 2200.

8) A small sample was run again with an increase of 1500.

9) Finally, a larger sample was used with the above detector. An increase of 1500 was found and the detector was blackened at this time.

15.2.3.2 Experiments to detect \( \text{NH}_3 \)

1) A small amount of water resulted in a huge change in the reading with the count decreasing beyond 10,000 counts.

2) A small sample likewise, reduced the count greatly.

3) A very small amount of water still gave a large reduction in the count.
15.2.4 Conclusions

The silver acetate-coated crystal reacts much more to H$_2$S than to water and in opposite directions. It is clear that the net results of the products of pyrolysis of the bacteria tested provides a favourable mixture for H$_2$S detection. The reduction in count due to water is probably a reversible effect whereas the increase in count due to H$_2$S is not. This may account for the time delay of about 10 minutes before the increase is seen with small samples. It is also noted that with larger samples, after an immediate increase and a time delay of about 10 minutes an additional increase is observed.

Under conditions of the experiment it was seen that glass, when heated to about 800°C, required a minimum of 5 seconds to char the bacteria, and the results after 5 seconds and 10 seconds of heating were similar.

It is clear that the use of a silver acetate-coated piezoelectric crystal for the detection of H$_2$S after the pyrolysis of bacteria is feasible with a simple set-up. A shortcoming is that it is an irreversible coating, once having signalled the existence of bacteria the crystal must be replaced. Although the crystals are inexpensive, about $10.00 each, and are simple to replace, it requires that someone be present to do so. Other coatings have been reported which are reversible and may therefore, satisfy our requirements better.

The ammonia experiments using chlorobenzoic acid-coated crystals were seen to also react to water as well as ammonia but in the same direction, that is both ammonia and water cause a decrease in count. It would be possible to remove the water by passing the vapor produced through silica or other absorbents but we were not in a position to undertake such a study.

We can only conclude that, using the simplest set-up, heating bacteria and passing the gas directly to a chlorobenzoic acid coated crystal will not be suitable to detect NH$_3$. Modifications resulting in the removal of water or the use of coatings less sensitive to water might well change the picture.
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[A troublesome interference is handled using sodium citrate saturated paper.]
[This gives the advantages and limitations of room temperature phosphorescence.]

[The development of room temperature phosphorescence into a new technique for chemical determinations is described in these two articles.]

[Obtains fluorescent profiles of diffusible pigments diffused into the media after growth. Uses multiple excitation and emitting wavelengths.]

[Contains data on biologically related compounds, among others.]

[The analytical potential of this approach, using a base of dried silica gel and paper is considered.]

The procedure is done on a filter paper guide. It employs phosphorometric time resolution with an analogue switch. The phosphoroscope is suitable for routine analysis.


Pulsed laser is shown to be a superior excitation source for fluorescence analysis.


A review of its uses on biological fluids.


Uses a culture of certain light forming bacteria (Beneckei hirvki) to detect very small concentrations of bacterial content.

The authors find that spraying the proper solvent on the chromatogram immediately before examination greatly enhances phosphorescence.

[This procedure is offered as a means of greatly enhancing selectivity in phosphorescence analysis.]

[A selection advantage occurs because both excitation and emission wavelengths are scanned at a fixed difference and is therefore faster.]

[An automatic device suggested for clinical and environmental phosphorescent analysis of molecules on filter paper.]

[ Gives a clear summary of electronic levels. Has tables of wavelengths for many compounds and 430 references.]
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[An automated instrument (AMACII) interfaced with a computer records several parameters: cell volume, opacity, fluorescence of stains and light scatter.]

[This method (patent pending) claims to detect 30-300 bacterial cells.]

[Sodium iodide significantly increases limits of detection of room temperature phosphorescence.]

[Section on protein emission spectra.]


(This is a FTA-ABS test with a 4 mus pulse. Repeated pulses eliminates the fading which occurs with continuous radiation therefore gives more reproducible readings.)


(A photorecording done in 10 µsec. No significant bleaching after 50 µsec exposure.)


1972 Winefordner J.D., Schulman S.G. and O'Haver T.C., Luminescence Spectrometry in Analytical Chemistry. Wiley Interscience Publ. [This is Volume 38 of Chemical Analysis. Elving and Koltoff; Editors.]


1969 Sawicki E., Talanta, v.16, p1231-1265: Fluorescence Analysis in Air Pollution Research. [Fluorescent assay methods are discussed in terms of selectivity, speed, simplicity, accuracy, precision, interferences, etc.]


[The flavin family of compounds are present in all organisms. These have been measured in bacteria. An automated instrument for this purpose is described.]


[Cells are extracted in buffered butanol for two minutes. A positive reaction indicates bacteria.]


[Note that the tryptophane absorption maximum at 280 mu is a major contributor.]


[Has a chapter on Public Health and Sanitation with an interesting section on Chemical Warfare.]
[This seems to be the first paper on the use of phosphorescence as a method of chemical analysis.]


[A general review article. Concludes that the PAS technique is now practical as a qualitative mid-IR method, applicable where it is too difficult for conventional IR.]

[Uses the photoacoustic effect to follow a chemical reaction between H₂-Cl₂ and can follow the reaction rate versus time.]


[A method of reducing background contributions due to cell walls, etc.]

[Because of low cost, small size and stability when operated from a battery, it can give great sensitivity.]

[Studied the effect of various thicknesses of samples and some means to overcome limitations found.]


[Presents a so-called acoustic window cell which is designed primarily for liquids.]
[Mathematical derivations given.]


[Used PAS because sample grinding required for IR would have destroyed bonds.]

[Used solid, liquid and gel samples. Did spectra of spots on TLC plates.]

[The purpose was to eliminate background PA signals due to solvent.]
[Used a piezoelectric transducer as part of the flow cell. Approximately 20 microliters volume gave a 25-fold increase in sensitivity over UV.]

[Designed for highly sensitive liquid phase PAS. Gives limits of detection for dyes, drugs and some porphyrins.]


[ Gives studies in visible and near IR using thin-layer chromatographic plates.]


[Studies enthalpy changes in a millisecond time scale.]


[Thermal wave or photoacoustic microscope is used to find defects on surfaces.]

[This book is in the series Chemical Analysis, Volume 57. Elving, Winefordner and Kolthof; Editors. The book is by an early developer of the technique at the Bell Laboratories Among other interesting features it describes the piezoelectric transducer in some detail.]

[Chapter 40 describes the use of photoacoustic spectroscopy to characterize and monitor soot in combustion processes.]

[Used to observe chemical changes on surfaces.]

[Found that polymerization on a surface could be followed with PAS.]

[Detected 20 ng of fluorescein in 4.5 mg of silica gel.]

[Solves the problem by either increasing modulation frequency or the use of very thin layers of sample.]

[Designed for general use in most laboratories with easily constructed components.]

[The author refers to the use of PAS in the identification of different states of bacterial cultures. For example, Bacillus subtilis in the spore state absorbs strongly at 410 nm but not at all in the vegetative state.]

[Determines 0.02 ng Cd/ml (in ppt) in Penicilliumochloron.]

[Describes the advantage over the use of other microphones.]

[ Gives a number of representative spectra and details of the cell construction. ]

[ This is a fine textbook with some biological applications. ]

[ Part II, gives UV and Vis optoacoustic spectra of some biochemical and phytochemical samples. ]


[ Refers to its recent development at the Bell Laboratories. ]
[ presents curves for whole blood, red blood cells and hemoglobin from 200-800 nm to show that hemoglobin can be monitored without interference from other UV absorbing species.]

Nitric Oxide Pollution: Detection by Photoacoustic Spectroscopy.


1881  Rontgen W.C., Phil. Mag., v.11, p308.

1881  Bell A.G., Phil. Mag., v.11, p510.
[A detector was developed for toluene and demonstrated in a Danish printing plant.]

[This is a detailed review, including a section on bacterial and fungal growth which led to unsatisfactory results.]

[This detector was specific to formaldehyde and was little effected by other aldehydes or alcohols.]

[Gold, silver and nickel electrodes were used on these detectors.]

[At 1.5 V applied between the electrodes on the crystal many metals electrodeposited to change its frequency.]


[A gelatin coating was found best for this application.]


[The procedure is: first react the carbon monoxide with mercuric oxide to produce mercury, which is then absorbed on the gold electrode. Other interferences are removed by passing the vapors through a pre-column.]


[ Gives sensitivities, interferences and drawbacks (the most important being moisture). Methods are given for CO, SO$_2$ and NO$_x$.]
[Using carbowax 550, toluene is detected in the 30-300 ppm range in 30 seconds. Reversal requires 40 seconds. A Nafion tube is used to remove the moisture.]

[Uses an acetone extract of soots from burning organochlorine compounds (chlorobenzoic acid was best). Range was 1-60 ppm of \( H_2S \). Recovery when detecting 60 ppm was about 30 minutes.]

[The detector was hand calculator size and used gold electrodes.]

[Describes improved coatings with 1-minute response and 5-minute recovery. Moisture is eliminated with a silica gel precolumn.]
[The coatings were capiscum annum pods, ascorbic acid and ascorbic acid plus silver nitrate, the latter being best.]


[A gold-coated electrode, reversed by placing in an oven at 150\degree C.]

[Chapter 7 is on the use of the quartz crystal oscillator for micro weighing.]


[First suggested use of a coated piezoelectric detector.]
POLARIZED LIGHT

[This paper demonstrates the use of this technique where the matrix is non-interfering to the determination of the desired constituent. Separations and purifications are not needed. The procedure is faster and easier than gas chromatography or mass spectrophotometry. Total time is about 20 minutes.]

[Using a scanning time of four minutes, five different crude influenza viruses were discriminated.]

[Sections B308-B309 are on circular dichroism and optical rotatory dispersion techniques with carbohydrate systems. Used to fingerprint related compounds differing only in stereo structures.]
[Each of five bacterial species gave a distinctive set of spectral patterns. Suggested as an additional tool for the identification and characterization of bacteria.]

[This is a compendium of absorption curves of proteins from many sources including bacteria.]


PYROLYSIS


[This is an excellent review.]

[Pyrolysis done at $850^\circ$ shows that skatole is a unique product of tryptophane pyrolysis.]

[Several papers deal with bacteria.]

[This is an editorial commenting on the subject matter.]

[A ferro-magnetic conductor in contact with sample is heated in an RF coil with the carrier gas flowing. The properties of the alloy produce a self-regulated temperature.]


1983 Fleischmann M. and Hendra P., Analy. Chem., v.55, no.1, p146-148: Fiber Optic Probe for Remote Raman Spectrometry. [A simple rugged probe suitable for routine work is described for UV-Vis spectrophotometry. It uses 200 micron diameter multimode fibers commonly used in communication applications. It takes advantage of Raman to fingerprint species present.]


[The microparticles used in the article are glass fibers and are suitable only for theoretical studies.]


[Discusses surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and the factors not yet understood but requiring clarification.]


[Demonstrates the use of samples one micron in size, done through the microscope.]
[No bacterial applications are discussed.]

[This is a review article. It emphasizes the structural information obtained for proteins and structure-function relationships.]

[Both colored and non-colored compounds are examined in distilled and natural waters. Problems of fluorescence interference and their elimination are discussed.]

[Applications described include: trace analysis in the environment, quantitative analysis, remote temperature sensing and the Raman Microprobe.]


1980 Howard W.F. Jr., Nelson W.H. and Sperry J.F., Applied Spectro., v.34, no.1, p72-75: A Resonance Raman Method for the Rapid Detection and Identification of Bacteria in Water. [Specimen were cultured then centrifuged. Sixteen species of bacteria and algae containing carotene were used.]


1978 Harvey A.B., Analy. Chem., v.50, no.9, p905A-912A: Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy - A Brief Discussion of CARS.

[Treats the analytical potential of micro-Raman spectroscopy in the trace characterization of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. No bacterial material.]


1977  Tolles W.M., Nibler J.W., McDonald J.R. and Harvey A.B.,
Applied Spectro., v.31, no.4, p253-271: A Review of the Theory
and Application of Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman (CARS).
[This is the feature article which outlines the basic theory
behind CARS, describing its unusual effects and drawbacks.]

1977  Melveger A.J.; Editor, Resonance Raman Spectra as an
Analytical Tool. Franklin Institute Press.

1976  Carey P.R. and Schneider G., Jour. Molec. Biol., v.102,
p679-693: Evidence for Structural Change in the Substrate
Preceeding Hydrolysis of a Chymotrypsin Acyl Enzyme: Application
of the Resonance Raman Labelling Technique to a Dynamic
Biochemical System.

of Raman Spectroscopy to Biological Macromolecules.
[The backbone chains of such molecules give Raman vibrations
between 200cm⁻¹-3000-cm⁻¹ which are useful to determine
conformational structure of proteins and nucleic acids.]

John Wiley and Sons Publ.
[Has a good section on biological applications.]

Wiley-Interscience Publ.


[Describes the use of lasers and lenses to perform complex operations usually done by digital electronics. Advantage is an instantaneous response.]

[Good section on interferometry and Fourier transform spectroscopy.]

[Entire special issue on spectral estimation.]

[A review article with a clear explanation of these concepts.]

[Chapter 13 has a discussion on criteria for the faithful reproduction of an event.]

1970 Blackburn J.A., Spectral Analysis Methods and Techniques. Marcel Dekker Publ. [This is a basic book on the subject.]


STAINS

1982    Paul J.H. and Myers B., Applied and Environ. Microbiol., v.43, no.6, p1393-1399: Fluorimetric Determination of DNA in Aquatic Microorganisms by the Use of Hoecht 33258. [A simple extraction detects 0.05-10 mg of DNA in bacterial cultures.]


1981    Wallis C., Melnick J.L. and Longoria C.J., Jour. Clin. Microbiol., v.14, p342-346: Colorimetric Method for the Rapid Determination of Bacteriuria. [Using the dye safranine the procedure quantifies bacteria without culturing. Filter 1 ml of urine; dye; decolorize paper with a decolorizer. If the paper is pink, there is more than 10-5 cfu/ml. It takes less than one minute, and one can do a gram positive or negative stain on a second sample.]

1980    McCarthy L.R. and Senne J.E., Jour. Clin. Microbiol., v.11, no.3, p281-285: Evaluation of Acridine Orange Stain for the Detection of Microorganisms in Blood Cultures. [This procedure has been used to detect bacteria where 24-hour growth failed to be positive.]
[Used a light-scatter photometer, (Autobac) and 3-, 5-, and 6-hour cultures.]

[Using bromosulphophthalein, forms a precipitate with most proteins but not with collagen.]

[Found that gram-stained centrifuged specimen were as definitive as cultured specimen.]


[Used to detect sulfur groups in proteins.]
[O-phthalaldehyde reacts with amino acids in alkaline medium in the presence of reducing agents to give strongly fluorescent compounds. Can go down to nanogram range. Said to be much better than ninhydrin procedures.]

[Developed at Fort Detrick as a possible approach for the detection of extraterrestrial life. Proteins are stained, non-proteins are readily destained.]


[Shows curves.]

1969 Wallis C., Melnick J.L. and Fields J.E., Applied Microbiol., v.18, no.6, p1007-1014; Concentration of Viruses from Sewage and Excreta on Insoluble Polyelectrolytes.
